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Hydraulics.

LECTURE

V.

Of the Equilibrium
andWioTio 'R <f¥Lv ->
ids in general . Of the Rise of Fluids
in Reservoirs
and Pipes of Conduit.
Of the Running
of Rivers . Of the
Origin
^ Fountains
and Springs . Of
Perennial
, Intermitting
and Rea
ciprocating
Springs . The Nature of
/ ^ RecurvedSyphon
and TantalusCup . The Theory of Jet d ’eau ’s their
Adjutages
, - Pipes , &c. Theorems
of the Velocities
, Momenta
, Dis¬
tances , '& c. of Spouting
Fluids.
Various Calculations
relating to the
Motion of Fluids through Pipes applied to
the Animal
Oeconomy
, Cataracts,
&c .
Of the Properties and Use of the
Crane
or Syphon . The whole Theory
of Pump - Work
at large . The Nature
of the Common Pump explained . The
StruSlure of a New Pump without Fric¬
tion . The Nature and Use of a Mercurial - Pump , working with Quic k si l v e -r
instead of a Piston , explain ’d\ Archi-

Vql . II. ’

B

medes ’s
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MEdes ’s

SCrew

explain'd.

The Na¬

ture and Structure of News ham ’s Wa¬
ter - Engine ,
Newcomen ’s FireEngine , Savery ’s Fire - Engine , and
Paine ’s improvement
of Fire En¬
gines explain'd. Of the Æolipile
. The
Theory
of the Tides at large explained\

BY

to

understand
the Science ofwe theare Mo¬
HYDRAULICS
tion of Fluids , and the Construction
of all Kinds of Instruments and Machines
relating thereto ; also the Nature of Springs,
the Theory of the Tides , &c. are usually
explain ’d under this Plead.

The Motion of Fluids, viz. their Descent
or Rife below or above the common Sur¬
face or Level of the Source or Fountain , is
caused either (i .) By the natural Gravity
or Pressure of the Fluid contained in the
Reservoir or Fountain ; or (2.) By the
Pressure or Weight of the Air on the Sur¬
face of the Fluid in the Reservoir, when
it is at the same Time either taken off, or
diminished , on some Part in Aqueducts,
or Pipes of Conduit . (3.) By the Spring
or elastic Power of compressed or con-i
densed Air , as in the common Water -En¬
gine . (4.) By the Force or Pressure of

Pistons,
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*

Pistons, as in all Kinds of forcing Pumps*
&c.

(5 .) By the Power of Attraction ,

as
in the Cafe of Tides , &c. Of all
which
in Order.
I. The most natural Motion of
Fluids
is that arising from the Force of their
own
Gravity , by which those Parts which stand
highest press upon others below them , till
by that Means they rife to the fame
hori¬
zontal Level. Thus Water in a Fountain
A BCD by its Pressure raises that in
the
^
Aqueduct FGH to the fame Height IK Flg.
5/
L M , in every Direction or Position of
the
Duct GH or GN ; unless the Orifice
of
the said Duct be below that Level , in ■
vctnch.
Cafe the Water will continually
flow torn
the fame. The Reason hereof is
evident
from the Principles of Hydrostatics,
where
it was shewn , that the Pressure of Fluids
was
in Proportion to the Altitude only, and
not according to the Quantity thereof ; and
therefore

the Effect or Rife of the Fluid in the
Duct
must be equal thereto . Or thus ; Fhe
Velo¬

city of the Fluid in the DuSl at L , is
to that
in the Fountain at IK , as the
Quantity of
the Fluid in the Fountain is to that
in the
Dudl in given Altitudes ; whence (from
the

Principles of Mechanics) the Momentum of
the Fluid in each will be equal, and
conB 2
fequently

3
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fequently an Equilibrium will
ensue at
equal Altitudes K and L in both . (LX1X .)
Hence

(LXIX .) 1. Since the Particles of Fluids are to be
consider’*! as small solid Bodies, they must observe the
same Laws of Motion , and have their Momenta deter¬
mined in the fame Manner , as Bodies of larger Mag¬
nitude ; that is, by the Masses or Quantities of Matter
drawn into their Velocities.
2. Now ?tis evident the Velocities of the Fluid in
PI. XV.
the
Reservoir AD , and in the Duct SL , must be as
Fig . 5.
the Quantities of Matter , or of the Fluid , contain ’d in
equal Altitudes in each inversely; that is, as the Cylin¬
der T V W L to the Cylinder IC D K . For when all
the Fluid in the Cylinder ICDK is pafs’d into the
Tube SH , it will fill a Space above V W in that Tube,
or make a Cylinder equal to the former. Now since
all Cylinders are as their Bases and Altitudes jointly ;
if B be the Base, andH — the Height or Altitude of
the Cylinder ICDK; and b, h, the Base and Altitude
of the equal Cylinder in the Tube above V W ; then
because B X H = b X h, we have H : h : : b B: , but
the Altitudes H and h are the Spaces pals’d thro’ in the
fame Time , and will therefore represent the Velocities
of the moving Fluid ; but b is to B as the Cylinder
TW to the Cylinder ID ; (for C ' finders of equal Al¬
titudes areas their Bases) therefore H : h T: : W : ID.
Or the Velocities are as the Quantities of the Fluid
contain ’d under equal Altitudes inversely.
3. Or it may be otherwise easy to understand that the
Water can rise no higher in the Tube S H than in the
Reservoir AD , because( supposing the Duct every where
of an equal Bigness, and therefore EQ _— Th ) ’tis
plain, if we continue FE to O , and R Q_to P ; that
then only that cylindric Body of the Fluid in the Reser¬
voir which stands over the Orifice of the Duct E Q,
that is, only the Cylinder of Water O E QP can affect
or press upon the Water in the Duct ; for all the Fluid
(besides this Cylinder ) stands over, and therefore presses
upon the Bottom of the Reservoir, as C E and QJD,
and
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we have Conduits

5
often

foppSied

with Water from Springs which lie above
them ; and Cacks to supply the Inhabitants
of a Town with Water by Pipes of Cosduct proceeding from a Reservoir In a Si¬
tuation
and so by equal Re-action has all its Farce destroy’*!.
The Water therefore will descend through the Orifice
E Q_, till by its Pressure it has raised a Quantity in the
other Leg S H equal to the Cylinders OQ _T QF » 2nd
therefore to an equal Height ; and thus the Pressure
at F R and SG being equal, there must be an Equi¬
librium.
4. That it ought to rife to the fame horizontal Level
MZ in the inclined Tube SN , whether that Tube be
less, having an elliptic Base whole longest Diameter
is 8 X ; or whether it be equal to the Tube SH , as
having the fame Base; or, lastly, if it be greater, as
having a circular Base on the Diameter SG ; I lay, that
in every Cafe it ought to rife to the fame Level ZM is
evident, because there can be no Equilibrium till the
Pressure of the Fluid in each Tube , or on each Side
the Base S X , or S G , be equal ; that so, being con¬
trary , they may destroy each other. But there can
never be an equal Pressure on each Side the common
Base, unless there be an equal perpendicular Altitude
of the pressing Fluid on each Side, because ( as we have
shewn, Annat. LIV . ) the Pressure of Fluids on any
given Area or Base is ever proportional to the Altitude
of the Fluid , and that only.
5- Hence it appears, that an Instrument like this in
the f igure may serve very well to take a Level for a
small Distance, or to draw a Line truly horizontal ; for
the two Points I and M will always be in a true hori¬
zontal Level or Line . But for this Purpose the Tube
SG should be at least y of an Inch Diameter, to avoid
the rising of the Fluid by Attraction ; it should also
move very nicely by a Joint fixed on to the Part b S.

B Z
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tuation above the highest Part of the Towit
(LXX .)
Hence

pi XVI
(BXX .) i . Let ACDB Le a Reservoir with a
pjg. g ' Duct or Conduit -Pipe F K L , and at L turn ’d off from
- " the Perpendicular to give the Water by a Stop-Cock
into a Cistern for the Use of a Family . It is plain the
Water will issue out from L with the fame Force as it
would be made to rife to the Height LO , were the
Tube or Pipe continued upright to Oj for on one
Side the common Base K , the Pressure (when the Cock
is shut ) is proportional to the Altitude E K , but on the
other it is only LK ; the Difference therefore, El —
LO , is the Force of Pressure by which the Water is
protruded from the Cock at L . In the fame Manner
it is shewn, that the Force by which it is made to spout
from the Cocks at M and N is proportional to the Al¬
titudes H E and G E, or M O and N O, of the Fluid
in the Reservoir above them.
2. The Running of Rivers is upon the fame Principle
as the Descent of Bodies on inclined Planes ; for Wa¬
ter no more than a Solid can move on an horizontal
Plane , the Re-action of such a Plane being equal and
contrary to Gravity entirely destroys it, and leaves the
Body at rest ; here we speak of a Plane of small Ex¬
tent , and such as coincides with the curved Surface of
the Earth . But if we consider a large Extent or long
Course of Water , then we shall find that such Water
can never be at Rest, but when the Bottom of the Chan¬
nel coincides every where with the curved Surface of
the Earth.
Fig . 9.
3- Let AD F be the curved Surface of the Earth , C
its Centre , C D , C E two right Lines drawn from
thence , and E G a Tangent to the Earth in the Point
D . Then ’tis plain if BD were a Channel of Wa¬
ter, the Water could not run , or move, because they
are every where at an equal Distance from the Centre
C , and therefore equally affected by Gravity . But if
there beany Place above the Surface of the Earth as E,
where Water can be found, ’tis evident that Water

Hydr

Hence

au

Lies*

also the Descent of "Water in

Rivers , Streams , and Canals , from Springs
and
can descend in a Channel to any Part of the Earth ' s
Surface between B and D , because every Point in the
Line E D is nearer to the Centre of the Earth , and
therefore below the Point or Place E >and its Velocity
will be so much the greater as it tends to a Point nearer
B, and (lowest of all, when it moves in the Direction
of the Tangent ED.
4. Hence it appears that the Source E of all Rivers
and Streams must be more thanaSemi
-diameter of the
Earth CB distant from the Centre C . And since all
great Rivers run to the Sea or Ocean , where they dis¬
embogue their Waters at the Point D , the Line DC
is a Semi- diameter, and — 4000 Miles nearly. Also,
the Course of all long Rivers being in the Direction
of the Tangent at the Point D , if they were represented
by the Tangent -Line E B, then the Height of the
Source E above the common Surface of the Earth at B
Would be easily found. Thus , suppose E D were the
River Niger in Africa, whose Source is more than 30OO
Miles from the Sea ; but put ED — 3000, and since
CD — 4000 , we (hall have CE = 5000, and CE —CB 1000 — BE ^2 the Height of the Source. But
since we know of no Mountains above three or four
Miles high, it is plain the River Niger, and all such
long Rivers, are so far from moving in a Tangent , that
their Course must be very nearly of the same Curva¬
ture with the Earth ’s Surface, and insensibly distant
from it.
5- Since Bodies move on Planes ever so little in¬
clined, except so far as they are prevented by Friction,
and since the Friction of the Particles of Water among,
themselves is inconsiderable, it follows that the \Vater
situated on a Plane ever so little inclined will commence:
a Motion ; and if the Plane be considerably inclined,
and the Quantity of Water great, its Velocity will be
proportional, and its Momentum such as will soon begin
to wear away the Earth , and create itself a Course
or
B 4
Channel
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$std Sources above the common Surface of
the Earth ; and the Breaking out of Springs
at
Channel to glide in. In Rivers that are made, it is
usual to allow the Rail of one Root in 300.
6. If we allow the fame Declivity to Rivers which
make their own Way , then we find their Height at their
Source above the common Surface of the Sea, as in Ex¬
ample of the Niger thus : As 300 : 1 :: 5280 : ——° —

the Height at one Mile, or 5280 Feet . Then again
r 5280
280
X 3000
_
iay,
as 1 : i — ; : 3000 : <5280
—— —
X IQ
300
300
~ 10 Miles , From whence it is evident, that the
Continents and Islands ought to be much above the Sur¬
face of the Sea, to give a necessary Descent and Course
to the Waters through them.
PI. XVI ,
7. Let ABCD be the Section of a Reservoir, and
Fig . 10. B QIK the Section of a Canal of Water supplied from
thence , and A B N the horizontal Line . Now since
the Particles of Water are governed by the common
Laws of Gravity , the Velocity of a Particle at any
Part of the Bottom of the Canal , as F or H , will be
the fame as it would acquire by falling through the per¬
pendicular Altitude OF or LH , ( by Annotat. XXVII.
Art. 9. ) that is, as V OF to ^ LH (by Annotation
XXVI . Art. 4 .) Hence the Velocity of the Stream
is accelerated.
8. For the fame Reason the Velocity of a Particle at
the Bottom of the Stream H is to the Velocity of a
Particle at the Top G , as \/ LH to F MG ; conse¬
quently the Stream moves with a greater Celerity at
Bottom than at Top.
9. The Quantity of Water which passes through the
Section of the Stream H G is the fame that passes
through the Section of the Reservoir B C in the fame
Time . The same may be said of any other Section
FE j therefore the Quantity of Water passing by any

'

two
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.

at the Bottoms and on
the Sides of Hills,
from Cisterns and
Reservoirs in the inter¬
nal
two Sections of the Stream
F E and G H in the fame
Time ' is the fame.
10. Since there runs the
fame Quantity of Water
by
G H as by F E in the
fame Time ; and linos the
Ve¬
locity at GH is greater than
the Breadth of the Canal is at F E ; and lastly, fince
supposed
to be every where
the fame; therefore it
follows, that the Depth G H
must be less than the Depth
the Stream must continually F E , and so the Depth of
decrease as it runs.
11. As the Stream
proceeds, the Depth H G de¬
creasing, the Lines MG and
LH will approach nearer
to an Equality , and
the different Velocities of
the Water at Top therefore
and Bottom will approach
much
faster to an Equality , as
Square Roots of those Lines.being proportionate to the
12. This Approach to an
promoted by the upper Parts Equality is much farther
rated by the lower, and the being continually accele¬
lower Parts retarded con¬
tinually by the slower Motion
of the Waters above,
Incumbent and pressing upon them,
13. Since the Difference of
the descending Velocities, or the .relative
Velocities, are greatest near the •
Beginning or Head .of the - Stream,
there fall or descend
Waters will
wish the greatestthe
Impetuosity , or
cause the loudest Noise.
14. In the Course of
Rivers, the accelerated Velo¬
city is quickly reduced to an
equable or uniform Velocity , by the Resistance it
and Sides of the Channel ,meets with from the Bottom
which Resistance will be as
the Squares of the
Velocities, and therefore soon
be¬
come so great as to equal the
accelerating Force , and
he communicated to the
middle Parts of the Stream,
causing the Whole to move
15- Hence in Rivers the uniformly.
Motion of the Water is
kslowest
at the Sides and Bottom
of the Channel , be¬
cause there the Resistance
begins,
and is communicated
all other Parts,
16. In

9
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nal Parts above them , which receive their
Waters from Rain ., Dew , condensed Vapours,
melted Snow, & c. distilling
or percolated
through the Pores or Crevises and Chasms of
1the
upper Part of the Earth (LXXI .)

By

16. In different Parts of the fame River the uniform
Velocity is greatest where the Bottom of the Channel
has the greatest Inclination or Declivity , because the re¬
lative Gravity of the moving Particles is here greatest.
17. In those Parts of the River where the Velo¬
city of the Stream is least, the Depth of the Water is
the greatest, and vice versa: Because equal Quantities
pass through unequal Sections of the River in the same
Time .- Hence also it follows, that the Momentum of
running Water must be every where the fame, or a
given Quantity.
(LXXI .) 1. Various have been the Theories , or ra¬
ther Hypotheses, relating to the Origin of Fountains,
many of which have favour d so little of Philosophy,
that they scarce deserve to be mentioned or confuted.
Those who pretend to derive the Waters of Springs
from the Waters of the Sea by subterranean Ducts,
seem either wholly ignorant of the hydrostatic Laws
of Fluids , or resolved to maintain a Theory by meer
dint of Hypothesis.
Pi . XVI .
2. For let ECAF be a Part of the Earth ’s Surface
Fig . 11. covered with Water at A ; suppose ABC a subterra¬
nean Duct , by which the Waters descend to the internal
Parts of the Earth towards B ; if B be the lowest Point,
or that nearest the Centre of the Earth , the Water will
be forced to rife from B to C by the Pressure of the
Water in the Part AB . But when the Water is ar¬
rived to C it will there stop, and an Equilibrium will
necessarily ensue (from what we have shewn in Annotat.
LXX .) Consequently no Water can rise above C to the
Top of the Mountain D by the Force of Pressure; and
we can shew no other Power in Nature to drive it
thither } and therefore ought to suppose none.

3- They
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By the Pressure of the
Phiid it may
easily be convey’d over
Valleys and ^ s
z. They who advance
the Capillary Hypothesis,
or
suppose the Waters rife
from the

Depths o t e a
through the porous Parts of
the Earth , as it ri es m
Capillary Tubes , or Tubes of
Sand or Aftes , seem
not to consider one
principal
Property
of this Kind ot
Tube , or this Sort of
Attraction ; for though the Wa¬
ter rise to the Top of the
Tube or Sand, jet will it
rise no higher, because it
is ,hy the Attraction
Parts above that the Fluid
rises, and where to a ise
wanting it can rise no farther .
Therefore , tho the
Waters of the Sea may be
the Earth by Attraction , drawn into the Substance o
this means into a Cistern yet can it never be railed by
or Cavity to become the
of Fountains .
source
,
,
c
4. The true Principles
which supply the Waters of
Fountains or Springs, are
Rain - Water, and condensedundoubtedly
V^p
1 .
tempted to solve the Phenomena ourS* eve t .
by Snow or Rain only ,
but others making an
Estimate
of the Quantity or
and Snow, that falls in the
Space of a Year, to fee if
it would be equal to that
which the Rivers discharge
annually into the Sea, found
that it was much fcort of
that Quantity .
,
5. But that which was
,
most extraordinary was,
ia
they found by their
Experiments , that the Rain an
Snow which fell in one
Year would not produce
more
than | of what was raised in
ment it was found, that the Vapour ; for by Experi¬
Rain and Snow that sell in
a cylindric Vessel, raised
a
Inches higst; whereas the Column of Water about 19
Water raised in Vapour was
yearly about 32 Inches in
Altitude . This great De¬
ficiency of 13 Inches plainly
indicated another Way,
by which the Waters
circulated from and to the Sea.
6. This ( among many
other Things ) was left to t e
Discovery of that sagacious
being on the Tops of the Naturalist Dr . Halley, w 0
Mountains in the Isle of t.
Helenain( South Lat . 16°)
making his Observations

II
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by bended Pipes or Syphons , from Ponds
or Reservoirs in a higher Situation ; which
the
for a Catalogue of the Southern Stars, (about 800 Yards
above the Level of the Sea) found that Quantity of
Vapour , which there fell in Dew , was so great, as
very much impeded his Observations, by covering his
Glasses over in 6 or 7 Minutes , even when the Sky was
clear.
7. Upon this he was induced to determine by Ex¬
periment, the Quantity of Vapours raised from the Sur¬
face of the Sea, as far as it arises from Heat ; for other
Causes, as Wind , and the Warmth of common Air,
contribute to exhale the Water , as the fame Gentle¬
man found by making the Experiment in a close Room,
where 8 Inches Altitude of Water was exhaled in one
Year ; and ’tis well known from common Observation,
that a strong Wind will carry off a great Quantity of
Water in a few Hours time, as in the late January
Storm several /hallow Ponds had all their Water blown
away by the Wdiid in one Day . Also, we find by
Experience , that one windy Day will make the Ways
dryer after Rain than 3 or 4 Days Sun-/hine.
8. But the Doctor ’s Design was to fee what Quantity
was evaporated by the Heat of the Sun only. For this
Purpose he instituted the Experiment in the following
Manner ; He took a Vessel of Water , and made it salt
to the same Degree with Sea Water , by Means of the
Hydrometer. In this he placed a Thermometer , and
by a Pan of Coals he brought the Water to the fame
Degree of Heat with that of the Air in the hottest
Summer.
9. This done, he affixed the Vessel of Water , with
the Thermometer in it, to the End of a Pair of Scales,
and nicely counterpoised it with Weights in the other ;
then at the End of two Hours he found by the Altera¬
tion made in the Weight of the Vessel, that about the
both Part of an Inch ,of the Depth of the Water was
gone off in the Vapour , and therefore in 12 Hours, one
Tenth of an Inch would have been evaporated. Ncte,
2
Hours
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tfoe Ancients

being ignorant of, were at
vast Pains and Expence very
often to
effect.
Hence the running of Water
through

12 Hours only are here allowed
for the Time of Exha¬
lation, that being the Length of the
Day at a Mean;
and in the Night , as much , if not
more
YVater returns
by Dew than is exhaled.
xo. Upon this Supposition, every
io square Inches
of the Surface of the Water yields
a cubic Inch of Water , which in Vapour , per Diem,
weighs 253} Grains
Troy, therefore every square Foot
will yield I a Pint
"Wine Measure; every Space of 4 Feet
and every square Mile 6914 Tons . square, a Gallon ;
A Degree square
{reckoning 69 Englijb Miles to a Degree)
will produce
33 Million of Tons ; and if the
Degrees long, and 4 broad (the Mediterranean be 40
narrow Parts com¬
pensating for the broader) which is the
least that can
be supposed, then will there be in
its Surface 160 square
Degrees, which will evaporateper Diem,
5280 Millions
of Tons in the Summer
Time.
11. The . Mediterranean receives
Water from the fol¬
lowing nine great Rivers, viz. The
Iberus, the Rhone,
the Tyler, the Po, the Danube, the
Neifler,
the Borijthe.rm, the Tanais, and the Nile ,- all
the rest being of
no great Note , and their Water
inconsiderable. Each
of these nine Rivers ( together
with all the smaller) are
supposed to bring as much Water to
the Sea, as is
to ten Times the Water of
the Thames, at least. equal
12. In order to estimate the
Quantity of Water,
which pastes daily through th cThames,
the Doctor affirm es
the Breadth of the River at
Kingston Bridge (where the
blood seldom reaches) to beioo Yards,
and the Depth 3;
so that the Section of the
Channel is 300 square Yards,
and allowing the Velocity of the
Water to be at the
Rate of a Miles per Hour, there will
the Length of 48 Miles, or 84480 run in 24 Hours,
Yards ; therefore
84480 X 300 = 25344000 cubic Yards
2030.0000 Tons which the River Thames , which make
yieklssw Diem.
13. Now each of the above nine
Rivers
being sup¬
posed to bring ten times as much
as the Thames, will
yield

*3
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through the bended Syphon accounts for the
odd Phænomena of intermitting and reci¬
procating
yield 203000000 , or 203 Millions of Tons , and there¬
fore all the nine will produce 1827 Millions of Tons j
which is but little more than § of the Quantity ( 5280
Millions of Tons ) evaporated every Day from the Sea.
The | nearly of this prodigious Quantity of Water,
the Doctor allows to Rains which fell again into the
Seas ; and to the Rain imbibed by the low Parts of the
Earth , and spent in Vegetation in general.
14 . The Quantity of Water exhausted from the Me¬
diterranean, being so much greater than what is return’d
by the Rivers , is the Occasion of the Water ’s setting
in from the Ocean , to supply the Deficiency , by a con¬
tinual Influx or Stream, which before this Discovery
was quite unaccountable . Also , hence it appears, why
the Caspian Sea , though it receives the Waters of many
large Rivers , is yet never liable to overflow ; becauie
the Waters , brought in by the Rivers , are exhausted
by the Sun , Wind , &c. Yea , the Difficulty is on the
other Hand , since the Exhalation is so much greater
than the Supply by the Rivers , why the Sea does not
appear diminished , or its Waters continually wasting?
which Thing has never been observed.
15 . The prodigious Quantity of Vapours raised by
the Sun ’s Heat , and otherwise , being carried by the
Winds over the low Lands to the very Ridges of Moun¬
tains , as the jPyrenean, the Alps, the Appennine, the
Carpathian, in Europe; the ‘Taurus Caucasus, Imaus and
others in Asia ; Atlas, the Mantes Luna, or Mountains
of the Moon , with other unknown Ridges in Africa ;
I fay, the Vapours being compelled by the Stream of
Air to mount up with it to the Top of those Moun¬
tains , where the Air becoming too light to sustain them,
and condensed by Cold , they precipitate in Water , and
gleet down by the Crannies of the Stone ; and Part of
the Vapour entering into the Caverns of the Hills , the
Waters thereof gather as in an Alembic, into the Basons
of Stone it finds, which being once' filled, all the Over¬
plus
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procuring Springs; and also
in that Instmment call’d the TantalusCup, The B-ise o£

Water
plus of Water that
comes thither , runs over
Y
lowest Places* and
breaking out by the Si es
Hills, forms single
Springs.
.
.
, „ , y,,.
i6 . Many of these
Springs running down by
Vallies between the Ridges
of the Hills,
to unite, form little
S
Rivulets , or Brooksan
;
these again meeting in
.
one common Valley, an
ing the plain Ground ,
g
being grown less rapi ,
ec°‘
River ; and many of these
being united in one
Channel , make such
common
enormous
Streams as t e
the Rhone, the Danube,
»
&c. And it may a
mo P
for a Rule , that the
Magnitude of a River , or
Quantity of Water it
discharges, is proportiona o
Length and Heights of the
Ridges from whence
fountains arise.
_ . .
17. This beautiful
and Rivers has been Account of the Origin ofSpnng^
and Satisfaction in the received with umver a
^
learned World
a Word or two
the d.fferent Sorts of
Whichwe find concerning
bpnngs
in divers Parts of
the Country
. But
one Thing I shall
first remark, and thatis ,
it
has
asserted, and often taken
been.
for granted, that there
■Springs of Water upon
are
the very Tops,
Summits, or
Parts of Mountains;
which Position is contrary highest
to t e
Hydraulic Law of
, by which
Level of the Fluid Fluids
rife to e
in the Reservoir, they
but no higher ;
and not only that , but
is undoubtedly false
in
For I have myself
examined most of the remarkab fact:
in the West, South,
e u
and
could never discover any Best Parts of England, but
such Thing ; though
found them on the Sides,
not far below the loi erl
hut low enough to
ops,
account for their being t
And Mr . Cafivell
ere.
carefully
Mountains in Walesat( . theexamined the Tops ot the
could find no Spring there. Desire of a Friend ) an
I shall therefore
there never was, nor
can he any such Thingconclude
tare.
in
-Q

' The
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Water in Wells also is owing to the Weight
of that in the subterranean Cisterns from
whence
18. The several Sorts of Springs observed are ( i .)
which either run continually , and then
they are called Perennial Springs; or else run only for
a l ime, or at certain Times of the Year , and then
they are called Temporary Springs. (2.) Intermitting
Springs, or such as flow and then stop, and flow and
stop again, by regular Alternations or Intermissions.
(3. ) Reciprocating Springs, whose Waters rife and fall,
or flow and ebb, by regular Intervals , or Reciprocations
of .the Surface. All which are produced after the follow¬
ing Manner.
Plate
19. Let AB C D E represent the Declivity of a Hill,
XVII . whose Section, from Top to Bottom perpendicularly,
Fig . 1. is shewn in the Figure ; in which let F G H be a Ca¬
vern or Bason near the Top which collects the Water
gleeting through the Crannies , and has a Drain or Duct
leading from H to the Side of the Hill at B . ’Tis
evident when the Water rises to the Drain H, it will
descend through it to B, where it will break out in
Form of a Fountain or Spring , and will continue thus,
so long as the Reservoir is supplied with Water above »
the Level F H, and after that it will become dry. Thus
we fee a Spring may be generated, near the Top of the
highest Hills or Mountains . Of this we have a not¬
able Instance near the Top of Landfdown Hill by
Bath .
1
20. There is one odd Pheenomenon of such Springs
that is sometimes observed, and that is, that they rutl
in dry Weather, and are dry in wet Weather to
;
account
for which, we need only observe, that while the Wea¬
ther continues wet, the Waters are gathering into the
Bason or Reservoir, till there is a sufficient Quantity
to run over and make the Spring play, by that Time
the Weather is altered and become dry ; during the dry
Weather , the Remains of the last Rains (for these
Springs proceed chiefly from Rain -Water ) are conti¬
nually feeding the Reservoir, and by that Means sup¬
plying the Spring , but by the Time these are all spent,
the
Common Springs,

Hydraulic
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the Weather again
alters to wet , and the
of course, till it
Spi ing ceases
meets a fresti Supply
from the preceding
Rains, and so on.
2,0. The
Intermitting
accounted for : Let I KL be Springs may be thus
a Cavity in the
to which at I there
Mountain,
is

a
Water from other Parts ,feeding Stream that brings the
and at K , on the
lower Part,
there goes a Duct K
k C , which is of
a curved or
crooked Form, and
the Hill at C , whereconveys the Water to the Side of
it breaks out in a
tis evident, that as
the Water rises in Spring . Here
Wll rife in the Duct
at the fame Time , the Cavern , it
of the Water IL
be level with the till the Surface
highest Part k of
the Duct , aster
which the Water will
to C, which Point
descend from k
C , being lower
than the
the Duct K , will
exhaust the Cavern of all Orifice of
and then the Spring
its Wrater,
will stop till the
feeding Stream I
replenishes the Cistern to
the fame Level I K ,
the Fountain will
and then
play again ; this
supposes the Duct
RC to carry eft' more
Water than the other at
to the Cistern ;
I brings
and then every
Thing follows from
Nature of the bended
tbte
Syphon as explained
m the next
•Annotation.
2i . The ,
_
Reciprocating
after this Manner
are occahoned
. Let M N Springs
O be a Cavity
by a feeding Stream
supplied ,
P M , and also by a
which brings Water
Syphon K. k O,
from
another Cavity above,
I K L ; the Duct
as
of the Hill at D , ND carries the Water to the Side
and there makes a
W Virtue of a
Spring,
constant Supply of Waterconstant.
,
k M . The Water
at D will also flow by the Drain
and ebb alter¬
nately, for when the
Syphon K k O works,
of the Water
the Surface
MO will be suddenly
raised, and press
upon the Water at N
Means it will issue outwith a greater Force , by which
at D with a
and raise the Surface
if confin’d ; but greater Velocity,
when the Syphon
intermits, or.ceafes, the
Adamentum of the W ater
is not so great as
at D
before, and then the
or dccFE«ii'&
Spring will stnk
LL. In like Manner
we account ,for the 1
ter in Wells . Thus
ising
' fj £)
suppose a Well be sunkof
Foot of the Hill at E ,
at h~ ^
to such a Depth E
Vol , II.
V, « ^

/

st
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bring the Diggers to an Eruption of a Spring at V,
whose Water is brought by the Duct R V (or many
of them ) from a Cavity Q_R S in the Hill , ( or other¬
wise from a Pond , a River , the

Sea , (Fr . ) ’tis evident

the Water in the Well will rife from the Bottom V, to
an Altitude V T , where the Surface of the Water at
T is upon a Level with that in the Reservoir Q_S, and
thus constitutes a Well.
23. If those Reservoirs of Water in the Body ok
Mountains be situated where Mineral Ores abound, or
the Ducts or feeding Streams run through Mineral
Earth , ’tis easy to conceive the Particles of Metal will
mix with , and be abforb’d by the Water , which being
saturated therewith , becomes a Mineral Spring or Well.
If Salt, Sulphur , Lime-stone, &c. abounds in the Stra¬
ta , through which the Water passes, it will then be sa¬
line, sulphureous, Lime-Water , c. If Sulphur and
Iron should both abound in the Parts of the Hill,
whence the Waters come, the Waters will partake of
the Warmth or Heat , which is occasioned by the Mix¬
ture of two such Substances in the Earth , where they
are found. Now , though every Thing may not hap¬
pen precisely in the Manner , as here represented, yet
that it is in some Way analogous to it, I believe no
Person will doubt, who has been at the Peak in Derby, and seen the
- Hole in Somersetshire
shire, or at TVookey
wonderful Caverns, Receptacles and Streams of Water,
which Nature has there furnished in the Bowels of the
Mountains.
Scholium.
24. I fee but one Objection which can be made to
the foregoing noble Theory of Dr . Halley, and that is,
that a Body of Water heated to the fame Degree with

the hottest Summer Air will certainly evaporate more
from a given Space in a given Time than the deep
Waters of the Sea, whose Surface only is affected by
the Heat of the Summer Air ; and therefore in all pro¬
bability the Doctor ’s Quantity of Water raised in Va¬
pour was much too great. To which I answer, ( 1.)
The Rivers are supposed to return much more Waters
to the Sea than they really do, for no one can imagine
there

Hydraulics
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Whence they are supplied by proper Canals
or Springs (LXXII .)

* ROli

there can be oo Times the Water of the TTjslm/w brought
to the Mediterranean by all its Rivets . (2. )
oc
tor accounts for Springs by the Quantity of V apo
exhaled
by the Sun alone, whereas if we.^ j f
half
this Quantity
, and take in what is raised by
Wind and Agitations of the Sea, togetherwith the large
Supplies from Rain , melted Snow,
we lha un¬
doubtedly find sufficient Matter for the Sources ot a .
the Rivers and Springs. (3.) As the Vapour is ex ae
from the Surface of the Water only, it will be pro¬
portional to the Heat in the Surface only, which mult
be nearly the fame for the most Part of the Lay wi
the contiguous Air, and therefore the Case is not lo
■Widely different from the Doctor ’s Experiment as might
be at first imagined.
(LXXII .) 1. The Nature of the bended
shortof( which we have made so muc
“t , ■
,
ceding Annotation) will easily appear by con
£
follows. A B C D is a Vessel, into which is mserted
at
the Bottom a bended Pipe BGHIK
to represent the
Syphon. Now if Water be poured into the Vessel, it
will as it rises in the Vessel rife also into the Pipe
Duct , till the Water in the Vessel be upon a Level F E
with the upper Part G of the curved Tube ; what more
is poured in after this will run over the Bend at G down
the lower Part G H ; and from the lowest Point H it
Will, by the fame Principle as before, be forced into
tbe fifing Part H I, where at the Bend I it will again
tun over, and descend through the Part IK , and at Jv
it will run out , as being lower than the Level 01 the
Bottom of ,the Vessel CL .
2- That the Pipe must necessarily be full, to the 'Mi„
Altitude everywhere as the Watef stands ih the Vessel*
by the Pressure of that in the Vessel, is evident from
What we have shewn in Annotation LXX . And since 1
tail rise ho higher in the Vessel than in the P ‘P<;> an“
the Pipe it can rise no higher than the bended art
£ 2
tjr or

w.

Plats
XVIII;
Fig . L»
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From the Pressure of the superior Fluid
we have the Invention of a Natural Foun¬
tain^
G or I , therefore it can rise no higher in the Vested
than those bended Parts of the Pipe. Again, because
the Pressure of the Air upon the Water at FE in the
V' esicI, and upon the Orifice at K is equal, therefore if
the Orifice K were in the fame Level with the Bottom
of the Vessel CL , the Water , having the fame Alti¬
tude E B and M L , would not run out at the Orifice
L , but remain in Equilibria with that in the Vessel.
3. But , lastly, since the Orifice IC is below the Level,
the Water at K will have a greater Altitude MK , and
therefore a greater Pressure, or Momentum, and so will
prevail against the equal Pressure of the Air , and run
out ; and will continue to run out, till all the Water
in the Vessel be exhausted, because the Pressure of the
Air upon the Surface F E will force the Water into the
Pipe to prevent a Vacuum, which must otherwise hap¬
pen in some Part thereof, which is absurd or contrary
to Nature.
4. For suppose the Water were not to enter at B as
fast as it runs out at K , there must happen a Separation
of the Water in some Part of the Pipe, as at I for In¬
stance ; then the Water running out at K will cause
the separated Part to descend from I towards L , and
since nothing can get into the Space between the sepa¬
rated Surfaces of Water at I and L , all that Space must
be a pure Vacuum, and therefore the Water must be at
rest in the Pipe between B and I , though the Pressure
of the whole Atmosphere acts upon the Part at B, and ,
nothing at all at the Part I to resist or counteract it,
which is contrary to the Nature or Definition of a Fluid,
as has been abundantly strewn in Annot. LIII . and all
the subsequent ones.
5. This bended Syphon is usually called a Tanta¬
lus , from the Semblance of the Experiment made
with a Man in a Glass to the. Case of Vantalus in the
Fable, who, according to the Poets, was sentenced for
his horrid and unnatural Crime of killing , boiling, and
serving
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taln^ which playing
from the small Orifice
of an

Adjutage
J
0 at the Bottom , will
ip°
- ut
vrerv

serving up his own Son
in a River of Hell up at a Feast of the Gods , to stand
to
he is not permitted to his Chin in Water , which yet
sip to quench his
Now this Tantalus is the
eternal Thirst,
Man in the Glass,
with a Sy¬
phon concealed in his
Body, beginning in the
of one of his Feet ,
Bottom,
and ascending to the
his Breast ; there it
upper Part or
makes a Turn , and
deicends thro
the other Leg on
which he stands, and
from
down through the Foot
of the Glass , where thence
out, and causes the
it runs
as soon as it rises to Water to subside in the Glass,
the sleight of the
the Chin of the Man
; and thus aptlySyphon, or to
■Fable.
expresies the
6. This Syphon may
very easily be concealed
the Handle of a
also in
it is called the common Pint Pot or Cup, ^and then
Tantalus
- Cup : For the l op
of the
Handle being a little
below the Top or Run
Cup , and the lowest
of the
low the Bottom or Part of the Handle or Syphon
be¬
Orifice by which it
with the Cup , will
cause the Cup to havecommunicates
the Property
of emptying itself
to understand from when filled to the Brim ; as is easy
what has been said above.
Scholium.

7- The Nature of .
of Fluids, on which this Syphon, or the hydraulscLaw
it depends, was
not understood by
the Ancients ; for
though we read surprising
of the Roman
Aquæducts and Pipes, by Accounts
which they
convey’d Water to the
six Miles, yet we find Distance sometimes of five or
no mention made
than horizontal and
any other
descending Pipes or ofDucts
, and
never of any rising or
be convey’d where a ascending. . If the Water was to
Valley interposed, they
with gteat
Expence and Labour
the same, supporting constructed a Water - Gourfe over
it with
sometimes frorp the Depth of vast Piles and Arches
an xoo beet .
a single Pipe laid
Whereas
ever the Vale would
have done the
■ c, 2
Business
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very beautifully nearly to the Height of
the Water from the Fountain ; but it can¬
not quite reach that Altitude , by reason of
the Air ’s Resistance (LXXIIL)
From

Plate
XVIII.
Fig - 3-

Business most effectually - If a Mountain interposed,
we find they would sometimes carry their Aquæduct
through the very Body of it by Dint of Labour , which
surely could not have been their Choice , had they
known that a Pipe laid over the Top coming from a
Reservoir of a proper Height would have answered the
same End . Such Reservoirs indeed suppose the Use of
Pumps to raise the Water into them ; and Pumps they
had of various Kinds , but could not apply them fop
want of knowing the Theory . They who would ac¬
quaint themselves with the Magnificence of the Ra¬
mans in regard to their Water -Works and Aquæducts^
may consult Frontims , and others who have wrote on
this Subject.
' ' ( LXXIII . ) i . The Theory of Natural Fountains,
or Jet d’Eau’s, depends on the following Principles!
It has been shewn , that Water coming from a Reser¬
voir ABCD, through the Pipe EFGH, will rise
from the lowest Part G to the fame Altitude H , in the
Part G H , as is upon a Level with the Surface of the
Water AB in the Reservoir : And also that it thus rose
from the Point G by a Force of Pressure proportional
to the Altitude of the Water in the Reservoir, which is
equal to the Altitude G H . Annot. LXIX.
2 . Now

I presume

’tis very evident

that the Tube

G H itself can contribute nothing towards the Water ’s
rising in it ; but , on the contrary , it rather impedes the
Ascent by the Friction it occasions to the Particles
which move against the internal Surface thereof. 'There¬
fore if' the Part GH be taken away, the 'Water would
rise to the same Height H , excepting so far as it is
obstructed by other concurring Incidents ; for in all
Fountains the Height G I is somewhat less than G H,
the Height in the Tube , for the following Reasons. 12 "
Z- First*

2Z
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From this Preffure of
Fluids* as ttic

Cause , we

can estimate

the various Mo¬
menta

3. First, The

Air’s Resistance is
the Jet , and
an Obstruction to
diminishes its Height ; and
that the Resistance
since we know
of

Fluids is proportional
Squares of the
to the
Velocity , (Annot.
LXVIII . Art. 4 .)
Mid the Deficiency
of
HI is proportional to
Resistance ; therefore Height
the
a Jet that plays
with a double
Velocity will have that
3nd with three
Deficiency four Times as
Times the Velocity,
great;
nine Times as
great ; and so on .
4- The second
_
the Sides of the Impediment is the Friction against
Hole, and the
Adjutage at G ; and
since this is in
proportion
to the Quantity of
the Hole, it will be
Surface in
0rte, in respect of greater in a small Hole than a large
the Body of the
Jet , or spouting
Water ; because the Jet
will increase in
the Square of the
Magnitude with
Diameter of the Hole,
Resistance will increase
whereas the
only
with the Diameter
Or a Hole of twice
imp y.
the Diameter
emits four 1 lines the
Water , and gives but
twice the Resistance.
a small Jet rife to
This makes
a
the fame Reservoir. less Height than a large one,
from
5. A third
Impediment arises from hence,
dll the Particles
set out from G
with an equal that since
and this Velocity is
Velocity,
that the Velocity of continually diminishing, it follows
the inferior Parts is
the Velocity of the
greater than
Parts
above them, and
ttmst in some Degree
therefore
pulse ( since Fluids strike against them ; by this Immove
every
way)
be urged sideways,
the
and the Column of Particles will
come wider, and
the Jet be¬
consequently shorter than it
otherwise be.
would
6. The fourth
Cause why Jets do
not rife to the
Height of the Reservoirs,
is because the
Top of the Jet does
Water upon the
not immediately
run off, but
spreading into a Head,
lies with its
Weight upon thy
ascending Water below,
and hinders it from
high as it would do.
rising so
This
C a .will appear by inclining
the
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merita or Forces pf several Jets spoutingthrough the Sides or Bottoms of Vessels at
different
the Jet a little , that the upper Water may not bear
upon the rising Stream, for the Jet will then play higher*
but be less beautiful.
7. If the Hole of the Adjutage G be less than I of
an Inch in Diameter , the Force of the Attraction of
Cohesion will extend itself through the Body of the Jet
at the Hole, and greatly obstruct its Ascent ; hence
the Rise of Jets in Models for Experiments cannot be
expected so high as others, because of the very small
Holes made use of in them. Whence all Jets of larger
Fountains ( such as are in Gentlemens Gardens ) ought
to exceed' J of an Inch in Diameter , and that in Pro¬
portion to the Height of the Reservoir, as will be shewn
hereafter.
8. If the Conduct -Pipe E F G be not of a proper

Size to supply Water , as fast as it can be expended at
the Adjutage G , the Jet will likewise be checked, and

wilbwiot rise to the full Height . To ascertain the
Proportion of the Conduct -Pipe to the Bore of the
Adjutage , is the Business of Experiments ; and what
has resulted from thence, in regard to this Matter , will
be shewn in a Table by and by.
9. And one Thing more is necessary to be
known,
that the Jet may play the highest possible, viz. that the
Part of the Conduct -Pipe at the Adjutage does ■not
turn up at a Right Angle, but with a gentle easy
Curve ; that is, not as at G , but as at L , where the
Jet plays to a greater sleight at K . The upright Part
at G directly resists the Water coming from F , where
the Curve at L causes the Impulse of the Water against
it to be very oblique ; and therefore a less Part of its
Momentum will be destroyed, and consequently, the
greater remaining Force will throw the Jet the higher.
10. From what has been said in Art. 4. it appears
(cisteris paribus) the Hole .in the Adjutage ought to be
made in a thin Plate of Brass, and not through the
Bore .of a Tube of any Length , because of the Quan¬
tity

Hydraulics.

different Depths below
the Surface : For
the Momentum of
Fluids , as well as solid
Bodies,
tiiy of Surface in
such
greatly retard the Jet , an Adjutage-Piece, w ic
and diminish
is a Fault which
most People have the Heig run into or
an experimental
iake of Beauty Knowledge of this Leienee.
they screw
presented at M , of an on such a cornea
.
Plate of Brass, whose Inch in Length , in
Thickness need not
40th Part of an
exceed the
Inch for
Friction will therefore be very large Jets , and whole
40 Times less.
11. If the Jet be
Plate
play’d from G , the
V elocity jvith
which it sets out from
Plate^
and throw it to its the Adjutage , will be as
^' Q~. Fig * 4•
full Height G C at
. the Pipe
once
;
but
it
descends
turns upwards againbelow F G to HI , an t enc
to the same
Jet be play’
Level F ’ j1'1. ,
. out from Kd from K , the Velocity with
at first will not
winch rt sets
be the some as
theVelo
city from G , that
is, it will not
be
as_
/OH
<^ _Jf
- F Hf but
which is less, and it will be as V Q_H
V
I H,
therefore the Height at
first will be
only KL , from
whence
by Degrees it
upon the same Level
will rife to iVL
KM will be equal with C , lo that its last eig
to
the Height G C
from G .
of the Jet
12. The Truth
,
,
of the last
Article is thus demon¬
strated. The Water
in
the
Legs
Fe consider’d as
two Non -elastic QH and I K are to
Bodies, whole IV 0menta (being as the
and I K ; and since Pressure) are as the Altitudes
Q_
of Matter moved both the Velocities and
Quantities
in a given Time ,
are
Roots of the Altitude
( as will be shewn as the Squar
in the next Annotation ) therefore we
have QH — s/
QH X vQ .H,
and IK = -yiK
X / If , and
since the Difference
of the Momenta,
divided by the Sum
gives the Velocity
of
after the Stroke the Bodies,
XXIII . Art. 4.)
( Annotation
which we will call
*, therefore
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Bodies , is compounded of the Quantity of Mat¬
ter and

v/qh

Vdocity ;

xn/qji

but

v/ik
—■

the
xn/Tk:
'

+ v/Ik
— \/TK

, (because v/QH

Fluids,

in spouting

X N/QH

—n/IK

X

\/Tk- s/Q~H+ >/1 k x v/QH- y/TKi
which is the Velocity of the Water at first setting out
from K.
13. But since Fluids act not by a single Impulse, as
Solids do, but constantly ; the Velocity of the Water
at K will not be equable at first, but accelerated for
some Time , that is, till all the Water in the Leg I K
shall be brought to move with the same Velocity with
that in the Leg Q_H when it comes to be uniform :
For as the Velocity in the Leg IK is accelerated, so by
its Re-action does it retard the Motion or diminish the
Velocity of the Water in the Leg Q_H ; but as it can¬
not totally destroy the Motion of QJrlj that which re¬
mains must be equable or uniform ; and what that is
will easily appear if we only consider, that that Part of
the Motion which is destroy’d inQ _H by the Re-action
of the Leg I K must be equal to its own Momentum,
which is as I K ; (because Action and Re-action are
equal ) therefore the remaining Momentum of Q_H will
be Q_H — IK — QjH — F H = Q_F , wherefore the
last Velocity will be as \/ Q_F , and therefore equal to
that at G , and so carry the Water as high ; that is, the
Jet will rife from L to M , as high as from G.
14. To give an Example : Suppose () H — 25 Feet,
FH - IK - 9; then Q_F = (QH — H F = ) 16;
therefore the first Velocity will be to the last Velocity as
::
%
(= /Qj
: V7
V/QJ1 — \ /lK

\ / zs —s/

9—

5 — 3 = 2 q:

—

-

— 4. Consequently the Height of the Jet K L is to
the Height at last K M , as 2 to 4. And thus you carry
on the Calculation for any Length of the Leg I
whatsoever.
*5- 1
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the Quantity of
the Fluid issuing
throug
fame Hole in the
same “Time is
always
Celerity of its Motion,
as is easy to
Whence the Momenta of
spouting m f
proportional to the Squares
of the Ve ocities,
Quantities of Matter
issuing out tn a
Time: But since
the Momenta are
t e
15. I shall here
which Jets will rifesubjoin a Table ° f
in Feet and deci
Reservoirs of an Height
of five Feet to 15
J * -j | ^ 7 et4,91 22 20,58139 34>93i56
48,24 73^60,735>7457
61,42
136.55 S8
62,13
62,84
2523,20
43 38,14l6ols , )24|
77|
63 >S4 i
38,93!6i 5 ^ 99 78
64,24;
6z 52.73 79i64.9> |
63I53. 47 8o 6S>b+
64154,20)
81(66,33
48(42,09l6 ; i54 >9318
2;67. 02
-r
67(56,39 84168,40
‘7116,13 34
44,42 68(57. 12 85(69,08
‘T7 .P3 35
45. 19 69)57. 84 8669,76
45.96 70(58,56
z0| i8 ,8 2137133**9
46,72 71 59,28
aMi9>7ol38lu,ii
47. 4s 72*60.

16. By various
that have
Mr . Mariotte, Dr Experiments
,
found, that if the Desaguliers,and others,
duct-Pipe 11 Inch Reservoir be five Feet htg ,
Diameter will admit a
no
Adjutage from 4 of an
Inch to | of an Inc on as in the
,
following Table.

73. i;

107,87

been
^
^
XXatft ht

aS
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sect of Pressure, it is evident, the Velocity,
or Quantity of scouting

Fluids is ever pro¬
portional

Height of
Diameter of the
Diameter of the
Reservoir,
Pipes of Conduct.
Adjutage.
5 Feet — i to a 1| Inch.
—
io2 Inches.
* to | Inch - 2 Inches.
~ an Inch 15 20 2 § Inches.
Inch
an
~
| Inches.
2
—
Inch
an
£
25 -"
f to 3of an Inch 3 Inches , or 3 s,
30■| of an Inch — 4 | Inches.
40 - | of an Inch — 5 Inches,
5o 605 1 Inches.
I Inch
80>6 f Inches.
1 J Inch ,00 -1 J or 1 j Inch 7 or 8 Inches.
17 . Here the Jet is supposed to be within 100 or 15O
Feet of the Reservoir ; but if the Conduct - Pipe muck
exceeds this Length , it must be of a larger Diameter
than what is here assigned. Thus for Jets from I of an
Inch to those of an Inch , and from Reservoirs from 40
to go Feet Height:, if the Distance be from 150 Yards
to 4 of a Mile , the Diameter of the Pipe should be of
6 Inches ; from r of a Mile to two Miles , it must
be of 7 Inches ; and from 2 Miles to 5, it must be of
8 Inches Diameter for the fame Jets.
18 . If it be required to keep any Number of Jets
playing , whose Adjutages are given in Diameter , by
one common Conduct - Pipe , we must find the Diame¬
ter. of an Adjutage equal to all the given ones . Thus
If there be four Adjutages of | of an Inch Diameter
each , then the Square of 3 is vc* which multiplied by
the Number of Adjutages 4 , makes 4f ; the Square
f = the Diameter of the Ad¬
1
Root of which is %=
jutage equal to all the four small ones . A Pipe of Conduct of xo Inches Diameter will supply all the Jets , as
beiiw a little more than six times as great as the Dia¬
meter of the one large Adjutage now found . Afret
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portional to the Square
Root of the Pressure
or Altitude os the
Fluid [ 12LW)

From
rtiis Manner the
Dimensions of a Conduct Pipe may
be found for any
other Number of
Adjutages.
(LXXIV.)

To

represent

these Propositions in
ools may render them
Sym- PI. XV.
more perspicuous, and,
more elegant.
perhaps,
Fig. 6,
let
Side of a Vessel atTherefore
spout from the
two differentWater
Depths B and E from
the Surface of A ;
the
will be as the Force whMomentum of the spouting Fluid
' ch protrudes it,
and this Force
is everywhere
proportional
therefore the Momentum of to the Altitude of the Fluid,
the Water at B and E
Fe as AB and AE ,
will
let be denoted by m
Then letu and V be which
and M.
the Velocities with
which the Wa¬
ter spouts ; and q and
istg out in the fame Qjthe Quantities of Water iffuTime from the Adjutages
then we shall
B and

have m — vq, and M
—V Q.
therefore ^ —v, and
V.
2 . Now

E,
And

the Quantity

of Water
Hole in a oiven Time
spouting
muss necessarily be as from any
the Velo¬
city

with which it flows
for the
the o-reater will be
the Number of greater the Velocity,
Particles which come
to tire fame Point
in the fame Time , or
the greater will
be the Quantity of
Water which passes by
of the Adiutage,
the Orifice
as is very easy to
conceive ; therefore
™ M
M
? • Q_:: n : V
M
consequently ^ X y — —
X Qj or M a q — m
Q_Q_i whereforem\
M :: qq :
v v : V V , as is
evident from the
% of the Roots .)
ProportionaTherefore also q : Q . -- rJ *•
m
v/aB
: \/ ~KT.
.
3- Hence if AB
,
„
AE
:: x ; 4» the
will double the
Velocity
,
at
h
Velocity at B, and the
Water which flows
ot
from E will be twiceQuantity
as
that which flows from
B in one Minute , or great as
'V
any gwen
- hme. IfAE becq ua
lM9 AB . .he V. l<.
o,^
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From hence

it appears , that the Velocity

of a Fluid spouting

Plate
XVIII.
Fig . 5.

Plate
XVII.
Fig . I.

at any Depth

below the
Surface ,

Quantity of Water will be three times greater at E than
at B, and so on.
4. Hence ’tis very evident the Velocity of a Spouting
Fluid , and that of an heavy Body, which it acquires
by falling from the Surface of the Water A to the Ad¬
jutage B or E (in Vacuo) will be both the fame, as be¬
ing both equal to s/ A B or >/ A E , See Annas. XXII.
Art. 4.
5. Hence also, if AB DE be a Vessel of Water
whose Surface is A B, then a Parabola D C E described
on the Bottom D E and Height of the Water O C , will
express by its Ordinates ac,df , g i, km, ED , the Velo¬
cities with which the Water will spout from the Vessel
through Holes G , I , L , N , D , made in the Side upon
a Level with those Ordinates respectively; because these
Ordinates are as the Square Roots of the AbscissaeC S,
Cr , C h, (Ac. that is, as the Square Roots of the Alti¬
tude of the Fluid above the said Holes. Thus if C / =
4C b, then ac : km :: \/ C b : \/ C / : 1 : 2 Ve¬
locity of the Water spouting from G to the Velocity of
that spouting from N ; And so in every other Place.
6. Hence, if A B the Axis of a Parabola be equal
to \ B C its greatest Semi-ordinate , the Point B will be
the Focus, and B C the Semi-parameter of the Parabola.
Now since Water , or any heavy Body, falling from
the Height A B, or Water spouting at the Depth A B
below the Surface, will acquire at B a Velocity that in
an uniform Motion will carry it over a Space equal to
2 AB or B C j and since in one Second of Time a
Body falls through 16 Feet ; therefore if we divide
A B into 16 equal Parts , and B C into 32, and Ordi¬
nates be drawn through every Point of Division in the
Axis A B, and Perpendiculars to the same Point B C,
then there will be exhibited at one View the uniform
Velocities acquired by the several Falls or Jets of Water,
from all Heights to 16 Feet.
7. These
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Surface, is

equal to the Velocitya heavy
^ Body
would acquire byfallingfrom the fame hetg t\

because the Velocity , as was observed,

lS

always as the Square Root of the Space ^
descended through . If therefore on the p;g. 6. '
Altitude of the Fluid AR , as a Diameter,
we describe the Semicircle A F K ; and
from any Point therein , as I, we draw
the Perpendicular IH , that shall be pro¬
portional
7- These Velocities are expressed by the respective
p rdinates, and their Measure in Feet shewn by the
perpendiculars in the Scale B C on the Base. Thus,
for Example, a Fall of 4 Feet gives an uniform VeloClty of 16 Feet per Second ; a Fall of 9 Feet gives 24 ;
and so of the rest. Also the Time of the Falls, bemg
proportional to the Ordinates , might have been ex¬
pressed by another Scale of 60 Thirds '(equal to one
Second) in the Base B C ; but to avoid Confusion, I
have given the Scale of Time upon the Curve of the
Parabola : So that any Question relating to the Time,
Velocity, or Height of a Fall or Jet of Water less than
16 Feet , may be readily solved by Inspection , and
*bat to an Exactness sufficient for the nicest Case in
“tactice.
8. After the same Manner may a Parabola b
structed for all Heights to an 100 Feet , but that
to the Reader, that which I have given being.
sufficient
for wanting
all common
Occasions.
Suc sunerbeen
greatly
in Books
of tins Sort,
a
sedes the Necessity of those large Tables whic
in some voluminous Treatises of Hydrostatics >
of M . Belidor, &c. Note also, the ieveral O dmates

of this Parabola
Lengths
of a Cya
Column
of Waterexpress
issuingthe
from
an Adjutage

those Depths in one Second of Time , as being p
tional to the Velocity at each respective 1 lace-

>^
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portlonal to the Distance to which the
Fluid will spout from an Adjutage at H;
For the Vdocity will be as the Square Root
of A H , and the Time as the Square Root
of H K ; whence the Product of these two
will express both the Space pass’d over by
the projected Body, and also the Line H I,
as is well known to Geometricians.
Hence

it follows , that a Fluid willspout
from a Hole or Adjutage D in the Centre of

the Semicircle, or middle Point of the Altitude
A K, to the greases horizontal Diftance K M
possible; because the Perpendicular F D is
the greatest that can be drawn to the Di¬
ameter A K. Also ’tis evident , that from
two Holes B and H , equally difiant above and
below the middle Altitude D , the Jets of Wa¬
ter will be made to the fame horizontal in s¬
tance K N ; because the Perpendiculars to
these two Points , viz. C B and IH , are
equal.
Moreover,

,

the

horizontal

Distance

KM , to which the Water spouts from V
the Centre , is equal to the Diameter or
Altitude A K, or twice D F. For since
the Velocity of the Jet at
is equal to
that acquired by falling through the Height
AD , or DK , it will , as being uniform,
carry the Fluid in an horizontal Direction
over

Uu. 1171

« ' few-
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over twice the Space D K or D ^
And therefore, since the i
tances of Jets from D and B are as D .
B C, and the Distance of the Jet from
is equal to twice DP , the Distance of the
Jet from B will he also equal to twice B C,
or K N = 2 B C (LXXV .}
fame Time :

vI

SHALL,

(LXXV .) i . The Velocity , of tile Fluid spouting
from B we have shewn to be as \ / A B, and the Time
takes in going to the horizontal Line will be as PI . XV.
V B K , because that would express the Time if it were Fig . 6.
to descend to K in the Perpendicular B K , by Annot.
XXVI .. 4. And though it goes not in the Perpendicu -*
Ut , but is projected from B with an Impetus in an ho¬
rizontal Direction , it will not by that means be any
longer arriving to the horizontal Line , but only go in.a
different Tract , sfe is evident from what has been said
in Annotation XXIV . Therefore the Ti me of its coming to the Ground at N will be as V ^B K , that i9j
as the Square Root of the Altitude of the Spout B K. ;
2. Now the Spaces which spouting Fluids pass over
in an horizontal Direction must be consider’d as uni¬
form, because it proceeds from a single Impulse ; for a
Particle of Water , after it has made its Exit from the
Orifice of the Adjutage , is no more affected by the
Preffu re or Impulse of the confined Water , and conse*
quently its Velocity in the Direction B C will be imior,n . But in all uniform Motion the Spaces described abe
“ ‘^ Rectangle under the Times and Celerities, or as
Lhre^^ C^

^ ^ - but this Rectangle is' also as the

, 3- ^ or let there be drawn A C and C K , ’tis evident
the Triangle ACL is similar to the Triangle B C K , PI. XIX
6 the AnSles AC K and C B K are right , and Fig. 1.
^ ^ B is common to both ; therefore AC :
C K. B C *.B K . In the fame Manner we Ihew the
Voi . II .
i>
Triangle
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I shall
only observe farther in regard
to spouting Water , that the Jet will go
farther through the bare Hole in the Ves¬
sel
Triangle ACK is similar to the Triangle ACBj
therefore also AC : CK :: AB : BC. Consequently,
AB : BC :: B C : B K ; therefore AB X BK = BC *.
And so B C = \ / ABXBK
= v/ABX
\Z1Tk '.
4 . Now because the Space the Fluid describes ac¬
cording to the Horizon , and the Line B C, are both
proportional to the same Thing , (/'. e. to \/ A B X
\/ B K ) therefore they must also be proportional to each
other ; and so the horizontal Distance of any Jet , as B,
will be in Proportion to the Line B C ; and the Jet
from D will be proportional to the Line D F , and soon.
5. If now D be taken into the Centre of the Circle
A F K , the Velocity at D would (as being uniform)
carry it through twice the Space AD = zDF = D P
in the horizontal Direction or Line D P , as is evident
iromAnnot. XXVI . 7. Because the Particles of a Fluid
observe the same Laws of Motion with larger Bodies.
Consequently , though the Fluid goes not in the Direc¬
tion or Line D P, it will go to the same Distance from
the Perpendicular D K on the Horizon ; because D K
— AD , or the perpendicular Spaces, and consequently
the Times of the Fall , are equal . Whence , because
the horizontal Distaftces described by Jets from D and
B are as D F and B C , and the horizontal Distance of
the Jet from D is, a D F = D P = K M , therefore the
horizontal Distance of the Jet from B will be equal to
2BC = KN.
6. From what has been hitherto said, ’tis easy to
observe that the Motion of a spouting Fluid is every way
similar to that of a projected Solid. The Path of the Fluid
is a Parabola, because it is impelled by two Forces , one
horizontal , the other of Gravity in the Perpendicular,
in the. fame Manner as was Ihewn of the projected So¬
lid. The Impetus of the Jet B, D , H , E , is the
Height of the Reservoir AB , AD , AH , AE , the
greatest horizontal Random K M is that from the Jet
D , directed
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sel at P , CL,
or R , than
through the Ad¬
jutage P B
inserted
in
those Holes ,
farther still in
and
Proportion as the
Adjutage
is

f

v , directed to
the middle
and any two
Point F of the
Jets
Semicircle ;
equally
fame Distance
K N on thedistant, as B, H , go to
the
tage be
Horizon
.
If the Adju¬
horizontal ,
oblique, it will be a the Jet will be a Semiparabola ; if
lars were
whole Parabola .
observed to be the
All which
Particu¬
solid Projectiles
; a Jet of Properties of the Motion ot
fame as a
Water being every
Discharge of small
Way the
7- But to
Shot.
apply this
"e a
Fountain and more particularly : Let AtarriT
Conduct -Pipe with
kroveable on a
an Adjutage
Pendicular, as Joint , to be set in any
at
I
Position
;
; as per?? at L . In
oblique ,
the first Cafe, as at K ; or horizontal,
a Jet will
P i the
play upright to
Height of which
Jet
I D is the
^easure
of
the
p luid. If the Force of the
Impetus, or
Machine to project the
Adjutage be placed
^e Jet of
obliquely, as at the
Water will be the
K-,
Placed
Parabola
KFH
horizontally , as at L ,
it will form j but if
Parabola L N ,
Now in this
the Sam latter Cafe it will
: MN -- M
be LM
N
LM = Lotus Return of the
UN when
Parabola
But itcompleated.
has been shewn,
that the Impetus
•force by which
1 D , or
the
one fourth
Part of the Parabola is described, is
Lotus Helium, (
equal to
,
12,1 therefore
Jnnot. XXXlil.
it will always
MN “
be
r
ID
cone "
quently , 4 L M :
M N :: M N
lee a Jet of
: 1D . So
Water at any
that if we Time , and would
Height of the
know
Reservoir
the
find it by the
whence it
Proportion above, comes, we can easily
1 erms are
because the three
always advert by
first
9- By this
Measurement.
Means also we can
£ „,h any
estimate/the Force by
Fluid is
Pressure of Fluids
is concern
projected,
where
’
d,
no Reservoir
*s the Force
but the Action
or
of Solids;
by’ which
the
n 9.Urine is protruded ;
F ^tne
cs

.

xlXl
^
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is shorter and the Bore larger . On the.
contrary , if a Pipe be inserted perpendicu¬
larly
Force of Resilition in the Blood spouting from Veins
and Arteries in Bleeding ; the Force by which the
Chyle ascends from the Receptaculutn by the Thoracic.
Duct to the Left Subclavian Vein , or by which the
Blood ascends from the lowest Parts of the Body to the
Heart . In short, nothing in the Animal Oeconomy can
be well understood but by an Acquaintance with the
Hydraulic Laws of Fluids : For an animal Body is the
most curious and compounded Hydraulic Machine in
Nature.
10. A signal Example of the Use of Hydraulics in this
Respect I shall produce from the admirable Experiment
of Dr . Hales in his Hamajlatics. The Doctor caused
a Mare to be tied down alive, and laid open the Left
Crural Artery , in which he inserted a Brass Tube , and
on that fix’d a Glass Tube; and then cutting the Liga¬
ture on the Artery , the Blood rose in the Tube in an
Instant about 4 Feet , and continued to rise till it attain¬
ed the Height of 8 Feet and 3 Inches . In a Gelding
he tried the same Experiment , and the Blood rose to
the Height of 9 Feet 8 Inches : This was in the fame
Artery as before. In another Mare he fix’d a Pipe and
T ube into an Incision of the Left Jugular Vein, and the
Blood rose to 4I Feet ; and then he fix’d it in the Lest
Carotid Artery , where the Blood rose to 9 Feet and
6 Inches . In an Artery of a Doe it rose to 4 Feet 2
Inches ; in a Dog , to 6 Feet 8 Inches ; in a Sheep,
to 6 Feet 51 Inches ; and he conjectures that it wist
very probably rife in a Man to the Height of 7 Feet and
6 Inches.
11. Now to estimate the Force with which the Left
Ventricle of the Heart (of the first Mare ) propell’d th®
Blood, the Doctor found by means of injected WaX,
that the Capacity of the Ventricle was 10 Cubic Inches,
and the Surface on the Inside was equal to 26 Squai'e
Inches ; also the Area of the greatest Section of th®.
Ventricle from Apex to Base was 6,83 Square Inches t
Consequently the whole Pressure upon the internal Sur-
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larly into the
Bottom of a Vessels
it will
discharge itself sooner
through h , tiian
through
face of the
Ventricle was equal to
26X114 —2964 Cubic Inches . (
or Preffure Seesaw *. LV . 10, 11. )
Also the Weight
downwards was equal to
6, 8zX 114—
Cubic Inches, that is,
77° AG
to
the Height
Area of the greatest
multiplied
by the
Section of the
12. Now a
Ventricle.

Cubic Inch of
Blood weighs
Grains ; wherefore
267,7
2964X267,7 = 113,22
'unrdupois,allowing 7008
Pounds
yfGrains to a Pound ;
therefore is the Force
of Pressure
which
upon
the
Ventricle when dilated.
Surface
Again, 6,83X114 of the
Pounds the Force of
— 29,7
Weight , or the
Blood which the
muscular Fibres of theMomentum of the
resist in
Ventricle must
an Area supporting
of Base. such an Altitude of Blood, on
such
13. The Velocity
of the Blood
thus computed
entering
: The
10 Cubic
Ventricle each Systolethe Aorta is
Inches of Blood,
and the Area of athrows out
Section of the Aorta
transverse
at the Heart is
1,036 ;
ere or
9,64 Inches = the
Length of the
Cylinder of
Blood form’d in
passing through the
Aorta’s Orifice at
each Systole of the
Ventricle . " The
ed, or the Pulse
in
Ventricle
or 2160 times in the Horse beat 36 times in acontract¬
an Hour ; but
Minute,
9,64X2x60 —20819,4
Inches, or 1734,9
Feet
would
Time of the
Contraction of the pass in an Hour , if the
the Time between
were equal to
two Pulses : Ventricle
But it is but a third
°f that Time ;
Part
therefore three times
5204,7 Feet , will
1734,9 Beet, 01
be the Velocity
per Hour , or
Mile nearly, or
one
T4- But this 86,7 Feet per Minute.
Velocity is abated by
the Divisions and
Subdivisions of the Artery
into numberless
so that in the
fine Capillaries it
Branches,
ed, did not other
must be
Powers take place tonearly destroy¬
augment it ; such as
continue and
the Re- action of
of the
the elastic Coats
Arteries, the
Attraction
of Cohesion,
haps an electrical
and per¬
Virtuer \ arising
„
from constant Attrition,
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through the bare Hole , and still quicker
as the Pipe is longer and larger (LXXVI .)
II. The

PI.XIX
Fi "
°'. ■?.
b ter

Fig . 4 .

trition , and extended through all the tubular Compages.
(LXXVI .) x. Let AB be a Vessel filPd with Water,
it will run out at the Bottom through a Hole with a Ve¬
locity at first proportional to the Height A C , which
Will constantly decrease with the Altitude till the Vessel
.
emptied . If another Vessel NK , equal to the former,
- as a Tube inserted at the Bottom , as LM , the Wawill begin to run out at M with a Velocity propor¬
tional to IM ; the Vessel NK will therefore be exhaust¬
ed sooner than the Vessel A B . If another Vessel E H
be of an equal Diameter with the Vessel N K or A B,
and equal in Length to the Vessel and its Pipe , the Sur¬
face of Water in each will begin to descend with equal
Velocities ; but that in E H will soon become greater
than that in N K , because of an equal Altitude of the
Water , and a freer Exit at the Bottom , as having no
narrow Tube to retard it.
2 . The Theory of Water running through a Hole
E F in the Bottom of a Vessel A B D C is of a curious
Consideration , and may be thus explain ’d. A B is the
Surface of the Water , or Diameter of the Orifice of the
Vessel ; and since the Water must move from the Sur¬
face to the Hole E F , it must move in a Body of a par¬
ticular Figure AMEFNB , which is call ’d the Cataratt
of descending Water . Now the Nature of the Curve
A M E or B N F is thus determined.
3 . The Momentum of moving Water is every where
the same, (Annot. LXX . 17 .) viz. at AB , MNjjss
E F ;_ also the Velocity at MN or E F is as t^ HR
or v/HG , (Annotat. LXXIV . ) If we now take MN
as an Ordinate to the Curve AME, and put MR^
y, and HR — x; then sinee the Quantity of Water
■stowing by M N in a given Time is as the Area of the
Section or Square of its Diameter , vi %. M N >
yrhich is as y y , and also because the Velocity
i? as •V/HR — t/x , therefore the Momentum of the
Water will bey y X
And because this is every
■
wherf
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IL The second Cause
of the Rise or Mo¬
tion of Fluids is the
Pressure of the Atr on

the

V'^lerc the fame in the
moving Cataract , the
Quantity
* ^ •/ x is given or
constant ; and so y1 ^/x =
I,
\/ x —— whence x
which
shews the Curve
is an }jyperf,0l0lj of
the fourth Order , whose
■Asymptotes are X I parallel
to the Horizon , and
Perpendicular thereto.
IG
4* To find the Quantity
ratt we proceed thus ; let or Magnitude of the Catam n be drawn infinitely
near
^ N , then will Rr — x,
and because x we
—— ,
have
y*
x :=: —
R “ — ——— r. The
Area of the Circley
y4
uP° st the Diameter
MN is pyy ,
butpyyXxsz
pyy X - L - - ^ - - 4/y
'
>
=
2
y'
y3
w yy
^ ^ the Cataract :
But because x — — r =—
yv y l f-X —»
'th
"ereforex y y = —,
X
2fi
consequently
2 xpyy — Ca^ act ; hut 2 x — 2 I R ,
and pyy is the Area of
ircle M N . Therefore the
the
whole Cataract from any
*®ction to the
Asymptote
X
X
, is equal to a Cylinder
»
Base is the Section of the
Cataract , and its
en gth twice the
Height of the Cataract.
-5* Now ’tis very
evident from what has been
®Nature of the Curve
Y AME, that as soon said of
as the
v „ ter begins to run out
at E F , there will be at
that
th /■
ar' ta ^
' n all Parts of the
pso of theelocity
Cataract
Surface A B.
even
in
For let A — Area of the
J rc* dpon AB, or
Orifice of the Vessel, and a"
Area
th
Hole EF j V —Velocity of
the Water in passing
^ols , and v —the Velocity
at the Surface
* , ’ Then because it
is A v—a V ; we have
V : v ::
sa " a d tberesore
a has to A, the
Proportion whatever
will thereProportion
be
till A becomes infinite, or between v and V . So
till A B coincides with
D 4
XX,
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the Surface of that in the Fountain or Re¬
servoir. Thus is a Syphon or Crane be
imXX , there will always be some Degree of Velocity in
the Surface of the Water . But when A is infinitely
greater than a, v will be infinitely less than V , that is
nothing at all.
6. Since the Asymptote XIX ( or the infinite Sur¬
face of the Water ) is the highest Part of the infinite Ca¬
taract , and where the Velocity commences, it is evi¬
dent the Velocity will be in all Parts below as at A B,
EF , as ^ IH and \/lG ; consequently the Velocity
of the Water is different from that of Bodies falling
from the Height of the Fluid , fqr of such a Body the
Velocity at EF would be as V'HG , and at AB it
would be nothing.
7. Let G si = H = the Height of the Water in the
Vessel, and IH —2, then will H -j-L—IG . And so V :
IG : \/ IH : : ^/H -j~z : »/ z ; or V* :
: a ::
v A:
-f- z : z; whence by Division pf
: :
?? : : A* : a1 H
::
: 1-—v~ A*
Proportion , we have H + 2 : H : : V 1 V
V* H
: A? — a*5 consequently H + z — I G —."y zS- s' *
_ A1 H
^A "—a1?
8. According to Sir Isaac Newton Bodies fall in Va¬
cua at the Rate of 1934 Inches , or 16 £ Feet , the first
Second, which Velocity becoming uniform will carry a
Body over twice the Space in one Second, viz. 32s
Feet . But uniform Velocities are as the Spaces describ¬
ed by them in the fame Time : and the last acquired
Velocities of falling Bodies are as the Square Roots of
the Spaces descended through ; therefore 32s : V : :
_ .
/ A? H
_
__
Wher efore 32 jy/I G
t/isii : F lGor y,

s/Tei

,
/ A * H - _ eet»
*
, or 8,02773 U
V k-4-.sa V ^ 8*027736
/ aFh
s/
vr 96,33276J A,__ ~ Islehes per Second.
When
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immersed with the
shorter Leg *** ^
and the Air
_
sucked out of the
Instrum
9 - When A
is
may he rejected very great in respect
*>£ xpref_
as
inconsiderable
^ an
be « d»cea
,
\/H Inches, for
,o
the Velocity
^
of t^e ,
j ancJ is easy
Second. Bo, (a,
Sir
Ifi* N ' - « S
to observe) ,
”n’ p ‘^ E >»
hb Velocity °
' "
»“'JÆ
the Hole in
‘ i. e itl
Experiments, as * ep J,
Reason is, because
The
ent \v atcr
the Vein of
contracts
itself, and grows
effl
0f about a
Diameter of the narrower to .the D
,
Hole helow it ;
Sir Isaac found
wh > J measuring,
!*r
Isaac found the
the Diameter
HnU
rhe £
of
« °| e as ax
the Vein
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12. We obtain an Expression of the Velocity also in
otherTerms , thus : The Quantity of (Q_) of Water
discharged is greater in Proportion to the Area of the
Hole (a), the Velocity (V ), and the time (T ) which
it spends.

Therefore Q_= TV a ; and so V — 5 ^ sS
_
Ta
68,1278 v' H; and consequently Q _= 68,1278 T *
H . Or , because a — 0,785398 d d, therefore CL
=53,507476 d d T
H Cubic Inches of Water.
And because a Cubic Inch of Water weighs 253;
Grains , the Weight of the Water discharged will be

W = 13555,32d d T */ 7 s.
13. Suppose a Vessel 10 Inches square, 4 Feet or 48
Inches high , and having an Hole at the Bottom 1 Inch
square. Then will A = 100, a = 1, and H = 48;
.. .
,
, ,
A1
also A*= xoooo, a*= i , and so -j- - 10000
=A1—a1 9999
1,0001 , which may be rejected as inconsiderableWherefore 68,1278 \/H — 472 Inches (fere) th®
Velocity of the issuing Water per Second . Q = iooX
48= 4800 Cubic Inches : Whence 4^° °.S^
— = T = It?
472
v
Seconds, the Time in which such a Vessel would dis¬
charge a Bulk of Water equal to its own Bulk, if k®p*
continually full all the while,
14. Now because, when a is given, Q = TV ; and
when Q> given, T V = 1, and T = y , and V = ^ '
it is plain all these Cases are the same with those of Bo¬
dies moving uniformly, as in AnnoU XXII . And sin^
V is a given Quantity when it increases or decreases if
a given Ratio , therefore the above Theorems will h®
equally adapted to the uniformly accelerated and retard¬
ed Motion of Bodies, whether solid or Fluid . Froth
whence we can estimate the Time in which the aboV®'
mention®d
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The Effect of the Common Pum p is
from the fame Principle : For the Bucket
or Sucker , raising a Column of Water
above it in the Barrel, makes a vacuous
Space , or greatly attenuates the Air in the
Barrel and Pipe below it ; whence the
Water must necessarily rife in the Pipe , by
the superior Pressure of the Air on the SurThe Water
face of that in the Well .
ascending in the Pipe , passes through the
Valve in the Bottom of the Barrel, which
shutting upon the Depression of the Suc¬
ker , the Water is thereby forced through
the Valve of the Sucker into the Cistern
of the Pump , and discharged through the
Spout . All which is clearly sliewn by the
Model of a Pump in Glass (LXXVIII .)

HI-

only put a Syphon, while working , under the Receiver
an Air-Pump ; for upon exhausting all the Air, th5
Syphon will cease running.
1. Or if the Syphon be equicrural , or has both thef
Legs of an equal Length , the Water will not run thr°
it , because the Force of Water against the Air at eadj
Orifice is equal. The fame Thing will be effects
with a Syphon of unequal Legs, though the shorter
be immersed in Water , if the Syphon be so inclist^
that the Orifice of both Legs be on the fame horizo^
tal Level. I need not after this give the Reason vvh/
the Water will not run out of the shorter Leg , if
,
longest be placed in the Water .
(LXXVIII . ) i . I shall here give the Theory 0
Pump-Wori , and the Structure of such Pumps as
found to be most useful for the various Purposes of
The Theory depends in a great Measure upon th° ®
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foam's Engine , from the great Improve"
ments which

Mr. Newfoam made

in it;

the
will it happen when the Pipe is less than the Barrel,
because the Water rising through a less Paflage will
be no longer in filling the Pump -Barrel, and therefor®
quit the Piston, and leave the greater void Space be¬
tween.
4. On the contrary , if the least Velocity of Water
rising in the Pipe be greater than that of the Piston,
there will be no void Space ; and the Pump-Barrel may
be made in proportion as much wider than the Pipe as
the Velocity of Water is greater than that of the Pist¬
on . Now that this may be the Cafe, we shall slieW
by Calculation what Diameters the Barrel and Pip®
Pl .XIX . ought to have compared with the Velocity of the WaFig . 5. ter and Piston. Let A represent the least Altitude o(
the Atmosphere' ACr =3i Feet of Water ; B= DF th®
highest Elevation of the Piston above the Surface of th®
Water HI , which let be 16 Feet . And let the great¬
est Velocity of the Piston which can well be given to a
Pump be that of four Feet in a Second—v ; and V ra
the least Velocity of Water that rises in the Pipe ; Ds®
the Diameter of the Barrel ; and d —
Diameter
of th®
Pipe.
5. Now here we have y/ A— >/ B = V = the least
Velocity of Water ; and the Fall which will produc®.
that Velocity is the Square of that Expression, viz. A
-f- B— zV' ABT that is, 31+ 16—2^ 31X 10= 2 Feet 6
Inches , the Height of the Fall required. Whereas by
the common Way of taking the Square of i/A —B>
viz . A—B for the Height , we have 15 for the Fall,
which extraordinary Error must be of very bad Const'
quence in Practice.
6. Here the Velocity v' A— B— gi —\/ ifiss
5,6 —4 = 1,6 per Second. The Velocity of the Wa¬
ter at the Bottom of the Pipe D is as y' A = 5,6 ; that
also must be the Velocity of the Piston at D , that th®
Water may follow it ; whence the Piston moving with
the same Velocity at F, where the Velocity of Wat®1
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Section of a Model , with some Variation
•which I have made of the Structure thereof
The
against the Weight or Height 31 Feet in the Leg A C>
Now the Velocity V of the Water in the Pipe FD being,
uniform , or constantly the same, we must find whas
Difference of uniform Velocities will be generated b/
Falls from 31 and 18 Feet Heights . Thus 4/16 ^'

: : v/JT :

nearly s andvW

:

■ Vl

: 32s {

32
whence the Difference of these uniform Velocities W1'1
be 43 —■32 * — lot — 10 Feet 3 Inches per Second 1
43

therefore V — icy .

Wherefore

32

V
s/y

1-'* h >'

ches for the Diameter of the Pipe FD.
17 . The Reason why we make no Use of the E *'
pression v/AC — y ''DF in this Cafe , is because thjS
gives only the Difference of the instantaneous Veloc£
ties , or the least Velocity with which the Water at “
can begin its Motion upwards , whereas we here W»N
to find what the constant and uniform Motion of ^
Water will be, or how much it will supply every
cond uniformly , which is done by the Method abo^ j
For since a Fall of 161 gives an uniform Velocity 0
32 Feet per Second , a Fall of 31 Feet will give 4Z^
thus a Fall Of 18 Feet will give 32 ?, and their Din^
rence must be that of the Water at F,
18. If we know the Velocity of the Piston v , t‘>.
Diameter of the Barrel D , and the Diameter of c[\
Pipe d, we shall find the Velocity of the Water in n*
Pipe

V— V ,

mor.

thus in Words , Multiply $

Square of the Diameter of the Barrel by the Velocity of
Piston ; divide the Product by. the Square of the
meter of the Pipe , the Quotient will be the Velocity sow,
V elocity when f° uIw
from the Wit er in the Pipe. This
must be taken from 43 , the Remainder 43 — V will ^
the uniform Velocity produced by a Fall from the high®
Situation of the Piston to the lowest Surface of the ^ .
'ter in the Well , and which is found by faying , as 3^7
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Atmosphere ,
by the Spring

by the Force

of Pistons , and

of condensed Air , in the fol¬

lowing
the diminifh’d Spring of the Air , be equal to the Pres¬
sure of the external Air.
22. Suppose the Water rises to C ; call its Height
C D = x ; then the Space into which the Air is expand. ed will be F C = i6— x. Let its Spring thus diminiftthe Spring of the Air being inverse¬
;
w ed be call’d s then
::
ly as the Spaces which it takes up, we have S : s I®
Weight of a
— x : 12 ; therefore ID- X— s. The
Column of Water 32 Feet high is equal to the Prefllise
of the Atmosphere, that is, equal to S ; whence 32 : Weight of the Water
—
:
:: x the
Z2
added to the weaken’d Spring of the Air
thatis, ' I~—432
16—x

this

x.

But

is

equal to S >

S ; and dividing by S, we have

—k — — x ; or 384 s -1fix—^ = 512— 32* ; or*

.
•—48*= — 128, and by adding on each Side the Squaf
of 24 (to compleat the Square) we have x%—48#'’
576= 576— 128= 448, and extracting the Root , x—^
= ± \/ 448 = ±21,166 . Wherefore ^= 2,834 —V
the Height of the Water required.
23. This Height taken from I2 = :E D ; leaves E ^
=9,166 , and calling the whole Height to which th*
Water will rife by the first and second Stroke togethe
x ; we shall have this second * determined by the Eq ur
16—x 32

tion ■-’* 1 - — = , investigated and resolved aS
16—a: 32
before. For since the Water CD cannot recede yl
reason of a Valve below) when the Piston a feco^
Time comes to E , the Valve in the Piston wist ^
opened, and the Part E C again fill’d with com&°st
—x : 9,166 , &c. as befos'
::
Air ; whence S : s 16
, from wh>^
=
at 5,098
gives
resolved
Equation
The
, there remains 2, - 64, sot t‘\
—
taking the first x 2,834
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Second Third Fourth Fifth Sixth ——
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- tZH 99
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Barrel TV , did not the Water follow it front
the inferior Canal E M (through the Valve
H)
when the Piston descends, the Water by its Tendency
downwards carries down the Valve at D , and by this
means cuts off the Communication of the Air at D,
and supports the Column of rais’d Water , ’tis plain the
Valve in the Bucket of the Piston will be affected ofl
its upper Part by the Weight or Spring of the common
Air, and on the under Side by the Spring of the dilated
Air only ; and therefore, upon the Descent of the Piston
the Valve of the Bucket will not rise but compress th®
internal dilated Air into a Space gradually less till its
Spring by that means comes to be equal to that of the
external Air , and then as the Piston descends it will suf¬
fer no farther Compression, but force up the Valve, and
make its Escape.
27. Thus for Example , by the first Stroke (in Art'
23. ) the Water rose 2,834 , which fubstracted front
16, leaves 13,166 for the Space into which 12 Feet of
Air was dilated. Now its Spring being weaker than
that of the external Air , upon the Descent of the Pi¬
ston, it will be compressed into the former Space of
Feet before it can recover its former Spring, the Piston
will then have descended through 1,166 ; and su> cC
the Stroke is 4 Feet , and the Air will now be no far¬
ther compress’d, therefore 4— 1,'166= 2,834 will hr
the Quantity of Air which will make its Escape thro
the Valve of the Piston ; which in this Cafe is equal
the Column of Water raised.
28. The Piston being now again at E , upon its A"
feent, it will permit the Column of Air E C = y,i66 .d
expand itself into a Space= 16—5,098 = 10,902 ; aS>'
upon descending it will compress the Air again in^
9,166 Feet, before it can escape. To do this the Pist0*1
must descend through the Space—1,736 ; and therefo^
4— 1,736 = 2,264 is the Quantity of Air that will be
exhausted the 2d Stroke ; and the Column -of remaininfj
Air E C will now be 9,166 —2,264 = 6,902 Feet . A^
in this Manner are the Numbers found for every f°*'
lowing Stroke.
29. FIeh c5

s
H ) she
which
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,
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no W ater
because
in that Case,
a^ e to make
the Air will berife m t
nSEscape .
no
a
*
-b rea s0n of
W the Valve
of -hthe greater
Pressure of the
A.
30. When this
externa
j
is the Cafe
of a Vn p , et x he the
greatest Height to
^ ^ it .
whcn the highest which the ^ atepCft ,
s
a
the
Elevation of the Pi
est b, the
lowof the
the StrokePressure
of the Piston,
Atmosphere b, **&^
as betor .
the
Piston is down, the
.g conta m’d
Space
in
w ic
is b~ x ; and
^ ^ «,o a—x when up, U 15
i ts
r,
exp
. b
Pressure
is
f
—v
Pressure is then
0f
then the
the -—
what
it was belore,
^- Pa
ra
that is of the
As
the Weight of
w tcr
tne Water
Atmosphere j u
£
,
•
* and both
being tbe other
Part , viz
together being
b
equal to tbe
^ x , * = j
1
+ T
Atmosphere, we have -’
therest
a —x
"ore bb—b x-\ -a x
»_
—-Jf* —+ ^' 7 '^
« b—b h= p b.
’ J— ph- and And
changing the S g » ~ - axzz
x+
compleating
the Lqn
\a a ~ la a —
——- -y ^ .
ph ; wherefore
x %a—\ / +
therefore x ±■
=
\ / ba a—$}
+ %•+ _
31. Hence if
1 :ts Height
the
above the Water Stroke of the Pi on
greatest
Height to which the be given, we k "°
Water can rise, a d consequently,
if such a
Pump can be
“ . ]et
effectual. For_
«= 28 , i = 25 ;
±10 + 14 ; that then #= 3» an i PHte
tht 3to , which
is,
the
Water can rife— 14 the greatest H « 6
other Root,
14+ 10= 2.4, is - ^ 10= 4 ?eet ’ ,,
x4
e; 0^ts
4 and 2.4 will impossible, because a
» between.
he too great.
E 3
Again,
'
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the Pressure of the Atmosphere on the
Surface thereof . The Water of the Bar-!
re!
32. Again, supposea 24
=
, b. — 20 ; then , p4»
=
and h — 32 ; jc = ± 4+ 12, that is x 12
=
— 4= $
F eet> the greatest Height . If a —20, b—16, p— 4}
then we shall have ,*• = ±
J a 6 — p L+ \a
y/ 100— 128+ 10 “ v/ — 28+ 10. Now the squats
Root of a negative Quantity being impossible, shews the
Cafe in Question ha’s no Place in Nature , or that bets
is no Space between x, and the lowest Situation of th?
Piston.' Nor can there*ever be any when/ >h is greater
than La a, the Water rising to the Piston in all those
Cafes. When {a a —p L, then s/
-ph—o ,■and
aa
or
and in this Cafe, p—
t ’- 3 ''
a~ ib, \ 6 —8, —x, the
Height the Water
r6«
6 4.
will rife to, and p—~ 7—= — —2 Feet, the Length
*
■ rb , 32
of the Stroke.
Note, If we make the Fluxion of the Equation
xr—-ax r —ph, equal to o, (viz . 2xx—ax—0) it give?

,66-

2x — a, or

x — \ a, when

a Maximum,

as before.

33. From this Theorem we learn this general Rul?
concerning Pumps, 'That no Pump can raise Water, bA
when the Length!of the' Stroke of the P.ijion exceeds0
Square of the highest Elevation of, the Piston divided bf
128. Thus if that Elevation be 16 Feet, the Square of
that is 256, which divided by 128, quotes 2 ; therefore
the least Stroke of the Piston must be greater than %
Feet ;- If the Elevation be 20 Feet , then 20X20 = 40®
and^ 2 = 3,i3 , which shews the Stroke of the Pi'
■ : 120
.
.

.

,

fton must be in that Cafe greater than 3,13 Feet . ss
the Elevation be 12 Feet, then 12X12 —144, and ^| |

—i,i2 , which is less than the least Length of th&
Stroke of the Piston. And these Things , I think , finifl1
the Theory of Pumps ,
-.
- I
ri ’ j 34
'
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rel T V , by the
Depreffion of the Piston
is forced through
the superior Canal R,
O N,

4
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34- I (hall now
proceed to the
three most useful
Description of two or
Pumps , but first
that Sort of Valves
give an Account o
which I find are
and ought to be
exceeding good,
used in Pumps
and all Kinds of
■kngines where
Valves
are necessary.
the Bucket of a
Let Aot - iJ be
Piston, or any other
Xi -r~
valve is required ; in
Part where a PI.
Fig . 7.
the Middle there
is a circular but
tapering Hole from
Top to Bottom , in
t“e tapering or
which is fitted
to be fcrew’d conical Piece EF GH ,
in and out of the
with a Piece1
Bottom Part HI . It
to he screw’d
is
3ts Place or out , when the said Solid E G
Hole in AC ; and
is put into
afterwards screw’d in,
^hen the Whole
together appears as in
UMNO. The Piece
E G now
figure
becomes athe
capable of permitting
Valve
, or
the
Prevent its Descent.
Water to ascend,
and to
„
, 35- That the
f
the Valve
Water pushing
will raise
it upwards, isagainst the Bottom of
nical Form thereof
evident from the co¬
, and its
lying in the Hole
«s own Weight
; the Length
only by
of the
sufficient to permit
such a Rife of theKey at K being
admit a Space
Valve as will
t° pass as freelybetween it and the Hole for the
as required :
Water
And that the Valve
not be thrown
quite out of the
may
Hole, the cross
ls sddcd5 of a
Piece
I
Lengrh
West Part of greater
than the Diameter
the Valve.
of the
3 b . If the
_ .
Valve EG and
its Socket
AC be of
^nd fitted, by
Brass,
giinding them with
Putty afterwards,
with a Drill -Bow Emery first, and
mey will not only
into
be
Water - tight , but even each other,
und that too if
but slightly touch’
d with fine Air- tight ;
Putty ; for if they
Emery or
are
tion of Cohesion will ground to a Polish, the
take place, and
Attrac¬
rom rising fo
prevent the Valve
those Surfacesfreely as it ought to do ; yea,
have
that the Force of been found to cohere sosometimes
strongly,
ft , But all this the rising W ater could not
will be prevented,,
overcome
E 4 ' ' and' every thing succced
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to enter by the Valve I into the Air-Vessel
abcd\ and the like being done alternately
by
pi. xix.
Fig . 8.

ceed to one’s Wish , if they are made as above directed,
as I have learn’d by long Experience and trying every
Way.
37. The Common Sucking Pump (as it is call’d)
is so far described in the Theory, that scarce any Thing
more can be said to explain it. However, I have
given the Figure of such a Pump , in which A is the
Cistern , A B the Barrel or Pipe standing in the Water
E F, the Piston G D with its Bucket and Valve D,
and the Valve C open for the Ascent of the Water
through it.
38.

Fig . 9-

Fig . io.

A Forcing

Pump of the common Sort is thus

constructed : A B is the Barrel standing in the Water
of the Well or Mine at B ; G C is the Piston ; and C
a solid Piece without any Hole or Valve, because no
Water is to pass through it, as in the other . This
Piece should be well leather’d, to fit the Barrel very
nicely, that in its Motion neither Air nor Water should
pass between. At a Distance below, a Valve with its
Diaphragm is fixed in the Barrel, as at D . Between
this and the lowest Situation of the Piston C there goes
off a Pipe at H, in which there is fixed a Diaphragm
and Valve , as at E . Now the Piston being drawn up
from C towards A, attenuates the Air above D , by
which means the Water rushes into the Space C D >
then when the Piston is forced down, as the Water
cannot repafs at D , it is forced to ascend into the Pipe
at H, and through its Valve E into the Cistern F,
(which may be situated at any Distance above the
Pump ) from whence the Water will run off by the
Spout.
39. A Lifting Pump is a Forcing Pump of another Form or Structure . A B is a Barrel fixed in s
Frame IKLM, which also is fixed immoveable, with
the lower Part in the Water to be exhausted. GEXL
HO is a Frame with two strong iron Rods, moveabR
through Holes in the upper and lower Parts of the

Pump
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by tHe other Barrel W X, and its Piston 8,
* e Air-Vessel is by this Means continually
filling
is^ ^ n ^ a.nc^^ ^ - ]'n ihe Bottom of this Frame QH
Valf 6 an ’ nverted Piston B D , with its Bucket and
Barrpi T n t ^leP^ ° at Upon
the Top of the
Barrel
goes off a Part E R , either fixed to the
Presenr^ mr? veable by a Ball and Socket, ( as here rethat n
^ ut in either Cafe so very nice and tight,
v/hirV,0 ater orir^ can possibly get into the Barrel,
Part WpU^ ippil the Effect of the Pump . In this
■tyfien
V VJ. *s ^ xed a Valve opening upwards. Now
the P-fl16 PEon -Frame is thrust down into the Water,
Upt L1 0n U descends, and the Water below will rush
^ough the Valve D , and get above the Piston j
Will f5 UPon t^e Frame ’s being lifted up , the Piston
Cist ‘01s e the Water through the Valve C up into the
g0 ern P , there to run off by the Spout. Note, this
°f Pump is set so far in the Water , that the Piston
y play below the Surface of it.
bvr >‘ The Mercurial
Pump , or that which works
T Xpickfilver, is the next which I shall describe. It
its S^ nvent i°n of Mr . Joftwa Hoskins, and brought to
his t*e^ nt Perfection by Dr . Defaguliers, together with
the

®rkman Mr . William Vreem. As this is one of
most
morecurious of modern Inventions , I shall be a little
—

. .

t rt,/,U

she more prolix in its Description ; whicn
jq ature
from a Model that I have madej :o exP , re who atand Manner of working in this rump
Twtociel works
my Lectures
in Philosophy.
. Tits lS
,M g
Magnitude
stend
« y well,
and is here
represented m
real
W the Figure.
f a Brass PI. XX.
4 1- AB is a Cistern placed on tM 1 op
^
Fig . I.
Tube P O QR , open at each End P R and U^
Qr
Wards the upper Part of the Tube at L 1S f ^ fube !at
solder’d) a curved Pipe F G , opening into
beG ^
F ; and in the End G is cementeu a Glm
T4rles for
fixed
the Admission
below
in of
an Water
hollow, into
Box L
K , ful
which
it !-• • merfed.
MNST
-- —
ls an exterior Tube, open at the Top M T,
and
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filling with Water , which greatly com'
presses the Air above the Surface of the

Wat^
and close at the Bottom NS ; in which Bottom *s
firmly fixed another hollow Tube VXYW, close o$
the Top X Y . This inner Tube may be a solid PieCe
of Wood , as in my Model it is. This inner Tub e
or Cylinder of Wood goes up into the Tube Q_Q PKt
at the same Time that this is invested by the exteri°s
Tube MN S T , as is seen in the Figure . In the lou^
Part of the Pipe at H is a Diaphragm , and a Valve »
opening upwards for the Ascent of W ater when a V$'
cuurn is made.
At C D in the main Tube , above
Insertions of the Pipe, is another Diaphragm and Vah e
E , opening upwards also to give Passage for the Wa [£(
in the forcing Part of the Stroke.
42. The constituent Parts of the Pump being tb“*
described, we are next to view the peculiar Manner fj
working by Quicksilver, which for that Purpose is pour **
into the exterior Tube M S, which , when applied
the Pump in its Place, will be made to rife in two cf
lindric Shells ; one about the Tube of the Pump out'
wardly ; the other within , about the innermost T u j
or Plug X Q , as represented in the Figure at a, b, s.
c, d. At the Bottom there is but one cylindric Shel"
because the middle Tube does not reach the Bottol^
leaving the Space VOWQ.
43 . From this Account ’tis easy to observe, that ^
Part C O QD answers to the Barrel of the Comrn 01’
Pump , F G H to the Pipe, the inner Tube X Qjro
Piston, and the Quicksilver at Bottom to the Deaths
of the common Piston ; for it prevents all CommuU^
cation of the external Air and internal Part of the
rel, where .the Vacuum is to be made. Whence ^
evident, that upon letting down the outer Tube M
it carries down the inner Tube X Q_at the fame TiU’fj
and makes a larger Space in the Barrel and Pipe, ^
which the Air will be expanded or become rarer, & ^
its Spring thereby weakened. In consequence 0
this, the Water will rife through the Valve at I
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Water in the Vessel,
and rfiereby

tionably augments
its Spring , ^
^

^

Pipe, and also
the Mercury
will rise
Shell by the
Pressure
of the Air
tSe

till
on t
Equilibrium
of the
restored : An
Water raised will be
be nearly 14 >
| at as that
°f the Mercury .
im
&
.
.44- When
.r ,
the
Air
ydh be comprefs’dTube S M is ral e the
?
tg
gp
r
within
ing
the Barre ,
'ncreasing, it will act
’ g Mercury
upon the
the inner Shell,
a
Water above
and the Valve
stte Valve I it
L ,
y a]ve being
cannot move,
ISut below ; its
becaue °
p nt on the
whole Force is
there
• ner Shell
id Valve E it
» >" f » '
Mercury,
u
and
^
Tof ttot
drive it
!n the outer
Shell, as at a b,down ° d tWn t he Pressure
tvillbe
ca
»
issF
—i
.
^
__ viz*
inner and outer
pmial.
cd-s
j, .. eevery
' onand then
tm.
* . —this
where equal , viz.
. ^fter
!' and on
on
the Valve E ;
the
as the inner and outer

Tube after this
ref1,I
!UeS tnoving
s d,
up, the Air
and its Springs
will be farther
made greater
than that ofcom0 Air
the
, which
therefore
it will
ea rust up
the Valve E ,
overcome
,
and
<j>5s1 the
till so
with Remainder
of an equal much has escaped as
the
cur^v W-t!l £^e Atmoipnww
Tenour, or in Equiwill be upon
Atmosphere
a Level. allThe two
ino- rhW
,v'^”"u■li
' uP
» Valve
the
g through
o.
on
a
of is
whileShells
,
the Air
Mer¬
Level
the
because
thePressure
gu_ _ all the
while is not
‘thin
Un than the Valve, because
Air
is gogreate
thePreflurethe
without.
is
not
greater
- ~ n»^nr\d
.45- By
Time , the
repeating the
l‘r will be
Operation a second
farther rarified,
Time
, the
and the Water
. 111 the Pipe ;
will again
and thus on till
the Pipe and
^ as in the
‘f,1 u.
Barrel
£"t>
fe Theorems
common Pump ; and
raised in the
hence ’tis evident
preceding Articles,
tre, equally
«large forapplicable here as

. This
should havethere
Pump made
wns: TheUse,
the following
Length
of
the
Dimenouter TubeM N
inches ; of the
inner Tube X O
= ZO
diameter of
=

the inner Tube
X Y or 31 Inches ; the
the Thickness
. .. of the outer Tube QO = 6 Inches;
=a As of ah
Inch,
of
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length is so far increased, as to re-act with
great Force on the Surface Y Z of the subjaceirt
of the middle one , of an Inch , and of the inner one>
tVu of an Inch , and the Bottom of the Tube Z O i0
come within an Inch of the Bottom N S of the outet
Tube .
.
.
46 . These Dimensions afford sufficient Strength u
the Tubes or Barrels are made of Copper, or cast Iron*
and of such a Diameter , that the Distance between each
may be f the Tenth of an Inch ; and this should he
nicely effected by having the Tubes truly turned in a
Lathe . A transverse Section of a Part of the Circuit1'
science of those Tubes , their Thicknesses, and Spac eS
between , you fee represented in the Fig. 2 . whc{C
A B is the outer , C D the middle, and E F the inn ef
Tube . The Spaces between are so narrow, hecau^
otherwise too great a Quantity of Quicksilver would be
necessary, and yet of no Use ; because Fluids press odty
according to the Altitude , and not the Quantity.
47 . If now every Part be fitted for Work , and Mer"
cury poured in to the Height of 24 Inches , as stre^ss
by a N S d ,- and the Barrel and Pipe sill’d with Wass 1"*
so that the whole Pump be full, and in Equilibria .
the Atmosphere ; if the outer Tube M S be moVe
down through the Space of 14 Inches , at the Cod1'
mencement of the Motion , the Equilibrium in the Puss?
is destroyed by the greater Space which would enf^
upon the Descent of the Inner Tube X Q_, and
cannot be suffered, because of the Pressure of the •A1’,
on the Water at H , and on the Mercury in the ou t&
;
Shell at «, d. And because these Pressures of the
outwardly at H and a are equal, but there is not ^
equal Pressure inwardly on the Valve I , and the tfsse..
Shell of Mercury
c ; the Valve being press’d with
the Water in the Pipe above it, and which is prop0^
tional to the Altitude C g ; and the Surface of the Mf*.
cury of the inner Shell at b, c, being press’d only " st,!
the Altitude of Water C b,tis’ plain the Water V1
4
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jacent Water ; which ascending
through
the small Tube ef to the Stop- Cock e g,
is
J there,
to •ru h * in at I til ] the Pressure on b,
e, becomes equal
Shell asl<^ .^ iat w 'ii he when the
Height
>
at b is greater than that of the outer of the inner
Shell at <?,
tt Part of the Difference of the
Altitudes b g ;
]w J en Pressure
being equal at b and I , upon the
he f ° n tthe
°
Tube X ( ^ downwards , the Water will
°rcA
ed up through the Valve at I , and
the Height
that ^ ■ercur y in the Inner Shell
will always exceed
cess
outer
, in such Manner , that the ExWill be about Shell of
l>g, or the Height of the Point
6 aW the Water at H.
^hen the outer Tube is in its lowest
Situation,
'po ^ cury in the inner Shell will
ty-it , Y of the inner one , and in be nearly at the
the outer Shell it
^ have but a small Height as a
O, or Q _d . And
X
uhe M S is drawn up again , the inner
-I W Will^ force
the Water in the Pump to act Tube
upon
V * u Pper Part of the Valve I , the
under Part of the
a've E , an d the Surface of the
Mercury at b in the
_Uner Shell . The Valve I it
shuts close , the Valve E
j eudeavours to push up but cannot ,
till it has first reball the iUercury in each Shell to a
Level , when they,
ejffcancin § uach other , produce an
Equilibrium with the
cu
"^ ’r idling equally on the Surface
of the -Merte/tw "
outer Shell at
on the Valve E . Af, ls» aa the Tube M <?,3 and
continues its Motion upp reh. s’ lhe Mercury will rife in
the outer Shell , the
on the inmost being greatest . And
1Vc|^yUrc
*4now
f
eet
the
for
the
Water
is
forced
torceu—-n
above
aouvc
the
- of
lh- ' .the
\-n Surface
inner Shell
the Mercury will rife in miter
the outer
llej one Foot.
49 - Because the Structure of this
Pump makes the
teory of its Operation not quite so easy
and obvious
0 those who have not considers it
very thoroughly,
as I have found by frequent
Experience in my LecUfes) I have contrived to represent it
more plainly , by
' wind of Syphon or Pump of a
very simple borm , and
yet

6i
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there , upon turning the Cock , suffered to
pass through a Pipe -5, fixed to a Ball an&
Socket)

yet acting on the very fame Principles as this comply*
Pump under Consideration . The Syphon is HGF^
N S M , where H GF is the Water Pipe as in the Pump >
Z N represents the inner cylindric Tube , and M S th?
outer one ; OFZ Q_is the Barrel in which the Pistol
V X moves (which is a Forcer , or without a Valve)
and C R a Conduct -Pipe to carry away the Water forced
through the Valve E . In all this it is easy to see thS
PI. XX.
Analogy between this Syphon and the mercurial Pump'
F ‘g- Z, Its Operation likewise is the same.
50 . For let Mercury be poured into the Legs M ^
and4 to¬
sup'
gether. and Z N , it will come to a Level at a, b. Now
pose the other Part of the Syphon full of Water , aU®
the Piston raised, ’tis plain the Water at H cannot op eIt
the Valve I , till a Column of Mercury be raised in the
Leg ZN above the Surface of that in the outer L e$
M S, sufficient to balance the Weight of the Wa^
in the Pipe H F , then will the Pressure of the Air he
equal upon the Water H , and the Mercury in the Le5
MS ; and as the Motion of the Piston is continues
the Water and Mercury will continue to rife with eqU^
Momenta, and therefore the Mercury will rife x In ctl
for every 14 Inches nearly , till the Piston stops.
51 . When this happens , the Surface of the M es'
cury in the Leg Z N will be at c, and that in the
MS at d ,- and now , if the Piston be puslied doV|J
again , it will cause the Water to shut the Valve 1, ah
to act on the Mercury at c, and on the Valve at
but the Presture of the Air at E will not suffer ^
Valve to rise till the Pressure there be greater with*1)
than without , which it cannot be till the Surface °
Mercury in the outer Leg MS be higher than that ***
the inner one ; wherefore , before the Valve E can op eflj
the Mercury in each Leg must come again to the L eVsC
a, b ; after which , the Mercury will rise in the ot&
f
Leg M , so as to be always in Equilibria with the V/ ^
ter in the Conduct - Tube RC , and the Part C ‘ ,

th6
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from the Orifice of which it ifiues
witfi a great Velocity ,

to

a very great
Height

inner Leg ; supposing the Mercury now stands at e
that , and at/in the other : And then the said Height
the Water will be nearly 14 times the Height df,
ce' I think all this is very easy to understand from
the common Principles of Hydrostatics, and if this be
understood, the Nature of the Pump must, as being
the
very fame Machine with a different Disposition of
"s Parts.
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52. From this Theory of the mercurial Pump , ’tis
a’y to infer, that in constructing one, the Part ZF O Q_
®"ght to be placed in the Middle of the Height from
the Water H to be raised, to the Cistern AB which
Reives and delivers it ; or more nicely, tke level Sur,a<ii a ^ c ^ the
Mercury when the Pump is full, and
1 l Zniug to work, oueht to be in the middle Point of
^ Line P g ; the Reason is, because in the Descent and
Ascent of the Tube M S, the Differences between the
■
^■
Litude cf the outer and inner Shells a d an r ar
*> al, and in each Cafe a 14th Part of the Height of
. e Water below or above it.
5Z- Suppose the whole Height from the Water to
Piston be P | - = 60 Feet ; then a P = ag 30
—
. eet, or 360 Inches ; then also 14)360(26 nearly, that
cu
Difference of the Altitudes in the mercurial
shells will be about 26 Inches . The Place there°re where they ouo-ht to be on a Level is at least 13
. ncbes belowM , or file Quicksilver must never be poured
ln to a Height N a greater than about 15 or x6 Inches,
• °r7* at most. If the Height V g be greater than 60
larg
Tubes M S> & c- must be proportionahly enn, 54* To compute the Quantity of Quicksilver in the PI. XX.
e‘ls ; let A C B D be the Area of the Top of the Fig. 5Tube X Y , and E H F G the Area of the Surface
the inmost Mercury Shell surrounding it ; then bee A B == 6 Inches , we have A B1 X 0,7854 =
X 0,7854
28,274 = the Area of the Circle A P B C*
Again,
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Height or Distance , in a small continue^
Stream , directed every Way , or to any par
ticulsl
Again , since the Diameter E F is 6,r , the Area of the
Circle E H F G will be E F * X 0,7854 — 29,224 ; bid
29,224 — 28,274 — 0,95 of an Inch , the Area of th£
annular Surface of Mercury ; wherefore 26 X 95 ^
24,7 the cubic Inches of Mercury contained in V3
Inches Altitude of the inner Shell ; which as it is M5
than the Area of the Plug 28,274 ; shews that befofs
the outer Tube MS can descend one Inch , the Watff
will begin to rise to H , near 30 Feet below.
55. Also because the Circumferences of Circles
as their Diameters , and the Diameters of these Shell* .
|
are as 6,1 to 6,36 (Art. 45 . ) therefore 6,1 : 6, 36
0,95 : 0,99 or 1 Inch ; that is, every Inch of Altitud * j
in the exterior Shell is 1 cubic Inch , and therefore whe*j j
the Tube M S (in the forcing Stroke ) has defcend£(JJ
near 1 Inch , the Water will force up the Valve
the Mercury then ' being about 26 Inches high in tl^
outer Shell.
56 . If the Water be but 30 Feet below the Cisteflh
the Heights of the Mercurial Shells will then be hd
half as great as before, viz. 13 Inches one above ca
oth «r ; and then 12,35 cubic Inches of the inner She
will equal

13 Altitude

, which

therefore

will rife with s

less Descent than £ an Inch of the Tube MS , in
inner Shell , and of Ascent in the outer Shell . Ther e'
fore if the Stroke or Descent of the Tube M S be I?
Inches , there will be less than a 30th Part of the Stro^
lost , or a 30th Part of the Labour bestow ’d in pumpif^’
And if the Mercury Shells were but half as thicks
here supposed, the Part of the Labour lost would h
of the Whole , which is far less than in al1'
but
, 1
other Pump of this Kind .
57. Since the Area of the Piston XW is 28,27^
Inches , therefore every Inch of its Motion raises ^
Parts of a Gallon , or the - -I?'74 p ar (-s 0f 3^
1
x 17766
282
Inches
628,4
=
(
I7766
)
28,274
Hogshead ; that is,
Mot*0’
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potion for an Hogshead, Hence 52 fs Strokes, each
;ur^ nc^es’ W1^ raise one Hogshead. And this, 1_ ie
eight be not greater than 10 Feet to which the
ater is raised, may be done by an able Man m one Mt ^utey working so as to be able to hold it all Day ; as
has been found by Experience .
And therefore this is
|,0 he looked upon as the greatest Effect, which Per°ns can expect from any Hydraulic Engine , to raise
ater of any Kind whatsoever, unless he can invent
t'^ phing more compleat and perfect in this Kind , than
e Pump we have now been describing,
58. Another excellent Pump , of the listing Sort, is
ne Invention of Messrs. Gosset and de la Demllt, and let
pp ln the Kino- of France’s Garden at Paris. This
t ^ mp has this Peculiarity , that its Piston works without
7 nct 'on. The Form and Structure thereof is as fol'oivs : ABC DEFGHIKL
is a fort of Box mciosing the Piston. This Box consists of two Parts,
upp er A B C I K L , and the under orse DEFGH,
* h«h shut upon each other, The Piston within is ab>
3ndS‘ a circular Piece of Wood , about the Curcumferf nce of which is nail’d a Piece of well seasoned Leafe r, of a circular Form , and so wide, that when the
I >Hvn is placed at the Bottom of the Box, the Leather
£ay lie o; er the Sides thereof at D H all around ; the
j. ' fton and Leather thus placed on the upper Part , is
r° rced down upon the Leather , and then both Parts
-rew’d very fast together . The Manner of which is
yc'y ea sy to apprehend from the Figure , where *gfdh k
!s Leather
goinotur eoftheBol
. ° from the Piston through the Join59- Upon the upper Part of the Piston is fixed a ciryUaror( any figured) Piece of Iron or Wood , denoted
deA in the Top of which , at <?, is fixed the Rod
the Pist0n Q^C , by which the Piston is drawn up
owards the upper Part of the Cavity I », and from
lence forced down again in working the Pump . Now
p . Diameter of the Piston is less than that of the
lt:*s P^ iu that in, its Motion up and down, no
nction can happen, as there are no Parts for it to rub
against5which is occasioned by the Contrivance of sus¬
pending it on the Leather.
■Vow. II.
F
60. In
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60 . In the bottom Part is fixed a Pipe F O to brills
up the Water from the Mine or Well at O , which ic
delivers into the Box by a Valve at c. In
the MiddR
of the Piston is' likewise another Valve m opening up'
wards . A L M N is a Tube or cylindric Pipe , in which
the Water is raised to a Cistern to run oft’. ’Tis easy ^
observe , that as the Piston is drawn up, the Water W>D
run in beneath, through the Valve c, to prevent a Va'
cuum and
;
also, that when the Piston is forced doWrti
the Water in the lower .Parts must be forced up through
its Valve , and when the Piston is raised again, tbe
Water above it will be forced up the Pipe AM t0
the Cistern.
61 . Another Thing peculiar to this Pump is, the
Shortness of the Stroke of the Piston , which is co0 '
pensated by the largeness of its Area , and the greats
Number of Strokes that may be made in the farts
Time . The only Objection to this Pump is, that it 15
always charged with the Weight of so much Water , ^
is equal to a Column of Water , whose Base is equa
to the Area of the Piston , and the Height equal to th^
of the Reservoir above it, as is evident from what ^
have said in explaining the Hydrostatic Paradox . ^
that the Tube ALMN
has no Advantage in bsirt -1
small , unless any particular Circumstance or Convert1'
ency require it.
62 . Archimedes ’s Screw deserves aConsideratio 11
’
not only for its Antiquity , but its Usefulness in raist1^
Water . It consists of along Cylinder , with an holl ° j
Pipe , Tube or Groove Coil’d about it, as represent
in the Figure ; where the Cylinder is AB , and w
Tube C I) open at each End . It is placed in an obliQ1^
Position to the Horizon with the lower End in the
ter to be pump ’d away , the other End being support
on the lower Part of the Winch I K , by which ^
Screw and Cylinder is turned round.
63 . As soon as the Screw is immersed in the
it immediately rises therein by the Orifice C , to ^
Level of the Surface of the Water E F , and if
Point of the Helix or Spiral, which in the Beginning 0
the Motion is coincident with the Surface of the
happens not to be on the lower Side of the Cyli 11^
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! 1C Water will upon tlie Motion of the Screw move on
m the Helix, till it comes to the Point which is on the
Side, and coincident with the watery Sur ace ,
WlCn it rs arrived to that Point , which suppose at w , 1
cannot afterwards possess any other Part of the Spiral,
tnan that which is upon the lowest Part of the Cylmer, for it cannot move from O towards H 01 G,
. ecau fe they are situated higher above the Horizon ;
ftnce
/
this will ever be the Cafe, after the Surface
c tne Water in the Helix has attained the Point U,
c “ Plain it must always be on the under Side oft o
64- But since the Cylinder is in Motion , every Part
sPiral Screw from O to D , will by Degrees fucff ed to the said under Part of the Cylinder ; the Water
or ? ore in the Helix must succeed to every Part there5 from O to D , as it comes on the lower Sice ; ihat
n mu ft ascend on the lower Part of the Cylinder
c r°
the Length of the Pipe, till it comes to the On,, Ce"
,
Where
it will run out, as having nothing far^ er to support it. Hence it appears, how much those
Centlemen are mistaken, who (affecting the Wonder¬
’s1
that the Water ascends by descending-,whereas,
they would have made the most of the Wondei , they
mi ght have said truly , that the Water ascends
, because it
cctn >m ascend
, i. e. that it ascends one way, because it
Ca nnot ascend another ; but then the Wonder is lost.
65. I observe farther, with respect to Pump - Vv ork,
thst no single p ump, though perfectly tight , will rails
Yfater by a Piston playing at a greater Distance than
32 or 23 Feet ; aud even then the Stroke of the Piston
must be more than 8 Feet (for since

f =? .8 Feet,st>an a -n 32 — L. Zee/, -, . 30, Zi , 33-) ^ say, no
hump will raise Water to a greater Height than 32 r eet
by a single Piston only ; nor can this be remedied by
lever al Valves in the Pipe below the Piston , as some
Qentlemen have pretended*
66 . For let A B be the Barrel of a Pump , G F the PI.XXI.
Piston, B E a Pipe going from the Barrel to the Water
Fig .- 3.
60 Feet below it ; and let B , C , D , E , be 4
Valves .placed in the Pipe at 20 .Feet Distance from each
F 2
other.
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other . Now when the Piston is drawn up from B to Ft
a Vacuum will be made between, bat the Valve B W>H
not rife by the Water below it ; for the Water in the
Part B C cannot rife itself, much less can that in th6
Part C D below it, as being prefs’d with the Weight
the Column above, and its own Weight downwards?
therefore no Part of the watery Column B F can moV®
of itself, or by itself. Now no Power can be applss3
any where but at E to move the whole Column ; n°(
can the whole be moved without raising all the VaM 5
at once ; therefore the Power able to raise the Valve ^
E , and consequently the Valve at B, must be able to
overcome the Pressure of a Column of Water 6o Fe £t
high : But the Air can sustain a Column only of 3,3
Feet high ; therefore the Air cannot raise the Valve Ft
nor any of the rest ; therefore the Water cannot rise tO
.
the Barrel A B of a single Pump .
67 . However, we may raise Water by a compound
Pi.XXi.
such as is represented in the Figure , where A
Fig. 4- Pump , Rod
of the Piston, , which at B is divided in t0
is the
two, one of which goes to the Barrel D E , and dra^ 5
up the Water from the Cistern EF ; the other P3'.
B C goes down to the said Cistern, where it is divides
at C into two other Parts ; one going to the Pump F
supplies the Water to the Cistern E F ; the other P3^
C H goes to another Pump I K below, and draws
the Water from K to the Cistern HI . Now the*
Pumps all working at once,, will draw Water
any Depth , provided each Pump does not exceed 32
,
Feet in Height .
68 . I shall conclude this Subject with an Account °,
Fig. 5one othtr Method of raising Water , by the natttrfl
Jgency of Heat and Cold only . It is as follows, A "
C D is a pretty large Vessel filled with Water to tFe
Height E F , the Space above being possefs’d of Ass'
On the Upper Part of the Vessel is a tall Tube inserss1
G H , and descends below the Surface of Water to A
On the nether Part is another Tube or Pipe I W.
each Tube is a Valve opening upwards, as at I and
The Body of this Instrument being nicely closed ev^v
Where, so that no Air can escape, and placed with tjss
lower End in the Watej-W , and thus continued in c ,
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ticular Place,

by means of the Ball and
docket (LXXIX.)
There

Jot Sun Of a Summer’s Day , the Air will he rarified
!y the Heat of the Sun in the upper Part , and will
compress the subjacent Water , and force it up through
Valve G into the Tube GH , and by the Cold of
the following Night it will be condensed again, and
en the Preilureof the Atmosphere will force the Wh¬
et at W up the Pipe W I , to replenish the Vessel each
ay,‘ And in this Manner may Water be raised in a
considerable
hot Climes. Quantity in the Summer Time , or in very
By such a Contrivance as this, several curious
nects may he produced. Thus if a cylindric Cover
c annexed to the top Part of such a Vessel (divested
0 bs Tubes, ) it may be raised to collect the Sun-Beams
at Noon on the Top of the Vessel, which will so
greatly rarity the Air within , as to make it produce a
Considerable Stream of Water through a small Adjutage
ln the Side thereof ; which Stream may fall on a Wheel
to play an Organ at Dinner , A c. Thus also, an
^ agc may be made to weep in the Sun-Beams, or at
Ki ^ pproac’n ok Fire ; with other Devices of the like
. (LXXIX .) The greatest Artifice of
Fig ^ *
Contrivance to produce a
. - Air in the
'» done by Compression, and Elasticity of Air m ^
Bwrel, called the Air Vesselo bed 1 £
in
"tg an elastic Fluid , will be capable of Con£ ValveS
« bDegrees
K ; and
the Force
of mthrou
the An &b
any
bysince
the Water
forced
^
Us

always be inversely as the Space whic .

P

^

(as iswill
shewn)
it follows,
M
halfbefull
with Water
, the that
Air w.ien
will be - com? *^
into half the Space it possefs’d at first, and tnereto ,
Spring
willthis
he Spring
twice asatgreat
at equal
firsts to the posture
2. But
first as
was
r -

of the Atmosphere ; for st st was not . It Ltmofpherv
Vve fustain’d or resisted the FPressure
of th
which
i
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7°

is another Sort of Engine fof
There
raising Water , which works by Fire , M
the
.which stood over it, and consequently could not haV >
stll’d the Ve'ssel before the Water was driven in ; which
yet we find it did, and maintain ’d an Equilibrium with
the common Air . The Vessel then being half fill “j .
with Water , or the Air compressed into half the sit"
Space, its Spring will be in this Cafe equal to twic®
the Pressure of the Atmosphere ; and therefore whe)1
the Stop-Cock at p is turned , the Air within pressing
on the subjacent Water with twice the Force it meets
with from the external Air in the Pipe ef, will caul®
the W ater to spout out of the Engine to the Height o*
32 or 33 Feet , if the Friction is not too great.
3. That it must spout to that Height is evident froJp .
hence, that only one half the Force of the internal A1®
is spent in overcoming the Resistance of the extet'
na ] Air ; and this being destroy’d, the remaining Hd
of the Force will be exerted in projecting the Watt *'?
th®
which now must be considered as spouting in Vacuo(
Resistance of the external Air being taken away). B11
in Vacuo Water will rife to the Height of 32 or 3^
Feet ( as will be strewn hereafter ) by the Pressure of th®
common Air ; therefore since the remaining half For®6
of the internal Air is equal to the Pressure of the cosst
mon Air , it must cause the Spout to rife to the Heigh
of 32 or 33 Feet ; and because the Water keeps entesi
ing the Vessel as fast as it spouts out, it keeps the Als
under the fame Degree of Compression, which thessj t
fore must constantly act with the fame Tenor on "V
Water , and produce a continual Stream to the la lTl
Height.
4. When the Air - Vessel is j full of Water , the Spasij;
.
which the Air takes up is x Part , whence its Spring
be 3 times as great as that of the common Air , thefe_
th®
fore it will now project the Water with twice
Force of the Atmosphere, and therefore to the HdZ") >
of 64 or 66 Feet . Whfen the Air - Vessel is 3full °‘ i
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.

following Manner .

AB C is a Copper
Vessel, partly fill’d
with Water to
DE,
which

71
^

^Yater, the Air will
be
protrude the Watercompressed into \ Part , and so
with a Force
equal to 3 At¬
mospheres, and
therefore to the
l ^ t. And
Height
of 96 or 99
when
f ’ss Wi11 take up the Vessel is $ full of
Water
|
, the
Part , and will have
as strong as at
its Spring 5
first, and will
*3* Feet high .
therefore force the times
Water
0 5* Hence *tis
.t .
easy to observe
the Law by
s£ ring Of the Air
which the
will act on the
Surface of the Water
bel° ',V^
according
to the Numbers
in the Ta *
thsic ?

‘^e*■
^ r

compressed
* Proportion
tl?a Air *$
1
-

is

■—

-

-

2

of

-—Spring.
— -—

Height of
the Spout.

33

- - _

^us for any
greater Degree of
Sheai
tre‘am
J^'"s the
t^'
” e Air
Comprestion,
Air- ™
is infer,
W£A
turallv
the Caule
maF- Vessel
Cause
that -or
of
if ui<
onturally infer,
.n ..an... . .Airsuch
' - continual
that
if- the
such
an Airvou^j
adapted
to
the
ixtip ,
Common
Fecome a
House Pump,
ttouP v ng ^ ires Fire -Engine, or very useful it
for.
that
raaF ha PPen * n
the fs. Flow this
or near the
may
be
effected in a
Aspm w ith , or
analogous to , that Manner either
P ‘ston o tHe
which follows. PI .
Barrel os the Pump ,
XXI»
the W >1 ^ the
PH the Rod and
Pipe
going down to the
F >§. 6.
M is 6/i at
Towards
the lower Part ofWater of
^Pd *k0’' 0l1
^l U^e’ Fy
the Baran<
which
communicates with
the , Air
the-Vesses
FofF the
Barrel
is
F 4
Pump,
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which being set over a Fire, and made tst
boil , will fill the upper Part D B E with ?
vastly elastic Vapour , the sufficient Strength
whereof is known by its forcing open ?
Valve at e: This
heated elastic SteaflV
is, by turning a Gock at F, let into the
Barrel abed , where by its elastic Force A
raises the Piston G, which drives the Ah
above it through a proper Clack at the
Top . After this , that the Piston may hf

its

Pump . AMNL is a Collar of Leathers so fixed op
the Top of the Barrel, and adapted to the Rod, that?
may move freely in the Leathers , without permitting t?e
Air to pass in or out between. The Nozzle or Spoct
D has a Stop-Cock 8 to shut off the Water , or let ?
pass out as required . Q_ is a Piece screw’d on to dir
rect the Stream by a small pliant Leathern Pipe at tbe
End.
7. Now ’tis plain, when the Piston is raised from tUj
Bottom of the Pump Barrel, the Water above it W1'
be forced into the Air Vessel, and there compress th
Air (the Stop-Cock being shut ) ; it will also comps° j
the Air on the Top of the Barrel, for the Water W1
not be higher than the Spout D at first, when the Stoss
Cock is strut : But afterwards, as the Air is confiu’0.’
it will be compress’d at Top , and the Water will r?
to I.
8. This compress’d Air, in each Place, will act up0?
the Water by its Spring, and, upon turning the St°P^
Cock , will force it out in a continual Stream, through '
a Pipe at Q_, and that with a greater or lesser
of Force , as Occasion requires, that being absolutejn the Power of the Person working the Pump . T? 1:
Invention we owe to the late Sir James Creed.
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Weight descend, a little cold
Water,
r° mhe* Fountain fg h /,
is
let in at the
°ttom by turning a Cock at ky
which , in
. ° rrtlf ° a Jet , condenses the
hot Steam
^ the Barrel into 13000 times
an before it took up , -which less Space
makes a
efficient Vacuum for the Piston to
descend
th*
o , and Lever H I, being
US put into Motion
, do accordingly raise
an(i depress the Piston K in the
Barrel of
*E forcing Pump L M on the
other Side ;
^uich , by the Pipe N , draws the
Water
r° m the Depth W , and
forces it to rife
arid spout through the Tube O,
continued
t° any Height at Pleasure .
This
used to draw the Water from Engine
Coalits and other Mines . Besides
these, there
Jlre various
other Water - Engines of a
complex Structure ; but as they all
, t u° the same Principles
with these two
Crisied, ’tis needless to
fay any thing of
' em here (LXXX , LXXXI ,
LXXXII .)
T
F ire -E ngine * s ihs most adsnd
curious> and compounded Machine
that we
t0 tkan'Ss.S
those whose Inventions have been
owing
affo ? tJisc° veries of Modern
Philosophy,
■Sgreatest
which
.
Advantages to Mankind . and
The Fire18 two
Sorts, which I shall here give
the
Perfects ^ an<^ ^"'Sures of each
aboy s° n ' n w^ich they are made.according to the latest
The Account given
e eing only in relation to its first
State and original
Simplicity;
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Simplicity : But it is now of a very different Ford * j
though acting upon the fame Principle , as will appeal j
from the following historical Theory thereof.
, in his Century
2. The Marquis of Worcester
.) is the first that 1
'
of Inventions, (printed A. D. 1663
know of who proposed raising great Quantities of W >"
ter by the Force of Fire , turning Water into Steam!
and he mentions fo'mp Engine of this Kind , which he
saw play’d a continual Stream in the Manner of a Foun*
tain , forty Feet high . He also fays, that a Person at'
tending it turn ’d two Cocks ; that one Veslel of Water
being consumed, another begins to force and re- fill with
cold Water ; and this alternately and successively, the
Fire being tended and kept constant by the same Pel'
son in the Interim between turning the Cocks.
3.

Plate

XXlil.

Captain

Savery

, having read this Account , iM'

mediately attempted to raise Water by Fire , and WaS
the first who erected an Engine for this Purpose, of th?
Form we have since had them. To secure the Invention to himself, he bought up all the Marquis ’s Book®
that he could find, , and burnt them and then gave out
that he discovered the Method by Accident . He mad?
many Experiments to bring the Machine to Perfection,
and erected several for Gentiemens Seats, but could not
succeed for Mines , the Depth from which Water WaS
to be raised from thence being so great, that it required
the Steam too dangerously strong to be attempted in DS
.
Way .
4. Thus the Progress of the Engine was stopped, tm
•long afterwards Mr . Newcomen an Ironmonger , and
John Cowley a Glazier , (both Dissenters of the Bastir
Denomination at Dartmouth) contrived another W a/
to raise Water by Fire , where the Steam to raise th?
Water from the greatest Depths of Mines is pot
quired greater than the Pressure of the Atmospherej
and this is the present Structure of the Engine,
which is now of about 60 Years standing.
5. We have already shewn (Annot. LXXVIII . tyo ^
that Water may be drawn from any Depth by a Cotf1'
pound Pump . Suppose the Depth = 150 Feet , and th?
Diameter of the Pump -Barrel at p be 7 | Inches , tb el1 the Weight of a cylindric Column of Water 150 Fee£
’
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* S , and 7 |
ib.
Inches Diameter , will
be about 3000
th
t^ie Pod of this
Pump were hung by
at)6 K ^ a ^
a Chain to
as at H ,
p other Power ever ^
were applied, as atand at the other End
the Pump
P , with a
might be worked,
ra* d by that
and the superior
Water
Power . S
»■. Now this
Power cannot be
human , or the
g e en for
Strength
;
it will require
too
.Men to pull
ftlQaril5 each
down the
polling with a Force
^ e to relieve
of 30 Ib and
;
these
xoo
when
ex’ne not
weary ; for the
Pump in a
stand still : But
200
to fj lve* ^ we
Men would be too
a^ ow Horses ,
timeVe Men )
( and one
Horse equal
there must
her ’
20 more to relievebe 20 Horses working at a
these;
W f° dorses ,
though less expensive which great AumsieithUn<
than the Men , will
i\ t0° reat an
j . er Men S
Expence for most
°r Strokesnor Horses
Mines : And
would be able to give
in a Minute.
more than
ar>d l 0rne other
Power
A' r>
must be
Philosopher readilytherefore
!r' “ ump,
;
antl Pressure of offers his Service applied
Air . His Proposalwith his
0l.arS? Barrel or
is to fix
A;j? p eet long Cylinder C C , truly bored, about
and 22 Inches
8
wide, on
BodT ^ P 5 an<l in
> a tJUain
s a Piston well the Top of his
etted' to
L U ‘S
fastened ' to a Chain nxcu n,leather’
_ _ d, whose
fixed to the
sfur
UrVey at p -•
End of the
Now
,
"
fays he,
L~ allowing
upon every square
-' 11'->117
Jno- is
15 Ib. of Pres¬
Inch , the
Preswhole
th ° V*'UCk 3 P^
Pressure of Air
otce to be on W*B he 5800 Ib.
overcome. But this
which
is near twice
must
be effected
Wj.f^haustirjg fQ }
arge a Barrel by
th'at\ ^ cannot
the Air -Pump ,
do
and
96o ' ecan produce more than twice in an Hour ; so
only
two
Strokes in the Time
t he Mj6 Iiecessar
y t0 hcep the
that
Water from
overflowing
Ihco'mfp 5’ though
the first Expedient
l 0Ws
fails, he makes a
proposition , and that
uncje- j . s a
succeeds
large Boiler, whole ; which is as folCyj.;ir ,lt ’ s
Water by the Fire
into elastic Steam.
b * 9 ^ 9converted
*s Bxed upon
The great
it , and
Ayjjl'
.
Pipe , D
,
ln etae
on the lowercommunicates with
Boiler) moves
a broad Plate
Orifice
which
, by of
means
the;
of
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the Steam-Cock or Regulator E io , stopping or open"
ing the Passage, to prevent or permit the Steam to pa*"5
into the Cylinder , as Occasion requires. The Diame'
ter of the ripe D is about 4 Inches.
9. The Steam in the Boiler ought always to be a
little stronger than the Air , that , when let into th®
Barrel , it may be a little more than a Balance,to th®
Pressure of the external Air , which keeps down its
Piston at the Bottom dn. The
Piston being by th*5
means at Liberty , the Pump -Rod will , by its gt ei,t
Weight , descend at the opposite End to fetch a Strok®■
For the Weight of 70 or 80 Yards of Iron -Rod amount*
to about 9 or 10 Hundred ; whereas the Piston,
other Weights at the other End , js not above 4 or 4 *
Hundred . The End of the Lever at the Pump ther®'
fore will always preponderate the other , and descen®
when the Piston is at Liberty.
10. The Handle of the Steam-Cock E 10 being
turned towards », opens the Pipe D to let in the Steam*
and being turned towards O , it shuts it off, that n®
more can enter . The Piston is now raised towards tb®
Top of the Barrel at C, and the Barrel is full of SteamThe Lever O 1 must then be lifted up, to turn by itS
Teeth stie Injecting -Cock at N , which permits tb®
Water brought from the Cistern £, by the Pipe g
to enter the Bottom of the Barrel at n, where it flies
in the Form of a Fountain , and striking against £b®
Bottom of the Piston, the Drops being driven all oV cs
the Cylinder will by their Coldness condense the St ea,1
|
into Water again, and precipitate it to the Bottom 0
the Barrel.
II . Mr . Hen. Brighton made an Experiment to d®'
termine the Rarity of the Steam, and found the Com
tent of the Barrel of Steam was 113 Gallons ; aJld
since there were 16 Strokes in a Minute , therefore l J?
X 'i6 =a 1808 Gallons of Steam per Minute . Pie
.observed, that the Boiler required to be supplied wm’
Water at the Rate of 5 Pints per Minute ; and since
cubic Inches make a Gallon , 35 p make a Pint , and j' 1'
35 + =
in 5 Pints ; also the cubic Inches of
are 1808 X 282 —509856 ; if then we fay, As i? 6*/
509 ^ ?
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Steam) there are two Gage -Pipes at G ; one going i
little below the Surface , of the Water when at a pr°'
per Height , and the other standing a little above
When every thing is right , the Stop-Cock of the shorts
Pipe being open’d gives only Steam, and that of thj
long one, Water ; but if otherwise, both Cocks wd
give Steam when the Surface is too low, and both g> vS
Water when it is too high ; and hence the Cock whi^
feeds the Boiler at P may be opened to such a Degree
as always to keep the Surface of Water to its
Height.
17. The cold Water , constantly injected into st5
Cylinder to condense the Steam, is carried off by tl^
Eduction -Pipe d T Y , going from the Bottom of
Cylinder to the Waste Well Y , where going a list/
under Water it has its End turned up, with a Valve *
to keep out the Air from pressing up into the Pipe’
but permitting the injected Water coming the otb e(
Way to be discharged ; whereby the Cylinder is kepf
empty.
18. Lest the Steam should grow too strong for.t^
Boiler, and burst it, there is a Valve fixed at b, with/
perpendicular Wire standing up from the Middle of’ 1’
to put Weights of Lead upon, by which to exami*1
the Strength of the Steam pushing against it from wst^
in . Thus the Steam is known to be as strong as th6
Air , if it will raise up so much Weight on the V^ /
as is at the Rate of 15 Ib. to an Inch square ; bec&u
that is the Weight of Air (nearly) on every fqu®r
Inch , as will be strewn in its Place. When the Ste^
becomes stronger than what is required, it will list
the Valve, and go out . This Valve is called ^
Puppet- Ckck. ,
19. The Steam has always a variable Strength , J.(
never
stronger or weaker than common Air : F° r 1
has been found that the Engine will work well,
there -is the Weight of 1 ib. on every square Inch °t
the Valve L. This shews that the Steam is th est"st
Part strong m than the common Air . Now as
Height of the Feeding-Pipe from the Funnel F to t ,
Surface of tire Water Sr is not above 3 Feet , and

Hydraulics.
^ ect Of Water is A of the Pressure ' of _the Air j -if
t o Steam were T\s Part stronger than Air, it v/ouPush the Water out at E ; which since it does not
it cannot be stronger than Air , even in this Caie,
^ere5
hned. the Regulator being shut, it is most of a* con
20. When the Regulator is open’d, the Steam gives
^Piston a Push , which raises it up a little way j then
tailing a greater g
;t comes to be of the fame
and so a Balance to the Atmosphere ; thus
Tv.^ ton’ being at Liberty , rises to the Top
•
j he Steam, now expanded into the whole Capacity of
Cylinder, is weaker than the Air , and would not
^Pport the Piston were it not for the greater Weight
o„ the other End of the Lever, which keeps it
up. I he
co? 01 eacb Stroke drives the injected Water of the predmg Stroke out of the Eduction -Pipe dT Y , and
itself follow , and blow out at the Valve Y,.
J y’ch is not l oacled) if it were stronger than the Air,
gT ch it never does. If it were exactly equal to the
tlehgth of the Air, it would just drive allthe Water
■'ut at Y , but could not follow itself, the
Pressure be,ng °n each Side the Valve equal by Suppoution . Ii it
^ weak er than the Air , it will not force all the Water
ut 01 the Pipe dT Y , but the Surface will stand lupPose at
wjj ere t Vje Column of Water I Y added to
, e Strength of the Steam is equal to the Prestore ot
tK6 When
the Steam is T‘5 weaker than the Au,
e WeightT Y = ° { Feet . Now since the whole perDistance from d to Y is but 4 feet , and the
p. a,n always sufficient to expel the Water ; it is plain
A: Can t >
ever be . more than -A Part weaker than tne
L when weakest.
tb
T ^ re is Air in all the Water injected ; and tho
o a Air cannot be taken out or condensed
witn the
toTiT’ yet will it precipitate, and fall through the Steam,
p- . Bottom of the Cylinder , as being much heavier.
~or ^"" as been shewn, that Steam is to Water , as x to
of tT
ln its
Water
. Densitya , ^but
. tbe Density
^ of Air is to that
^itv ^vfT ^ 1 t0 (
as will be shewn) therefore the
<-vatn is to that of Air , as 289I to 864 ; the
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Air will therefore fall through the Steam to the Bot¬
tom , and from thence be driven out through a small
Pipe opening into the Cup at 4, on which is a Valv^'
Now when the Steam first rushes into the Cylinder
and is a little stronger than the outward Air , it Wd*
force the precipitated Air to open the Valve at b
and make its Escape ; but the Steam cannot folloW?
because it is weaker than the outward Air , as th®
Piston gives it room, by ascending, to expand . Th )S
Valve (from the Noise it makes) is call’d the Sniftittt
Clack.
22. Among the greatest Improvements of this Ess
gine, we may reckon that Contrivance , by which th®
Engine itself is made to open and shut the Regulator at1
Injection -Cock , and that more nicely than any Perst^
attending could possibly do it. For this Purpose th esC
is fixed to an Arch Z , at a proper Distance from th®
Arch P, a Chain , from which hangs a perpendicul as
Piece or working Beam Q _Q_, which comes do^
quite to the Floor , and goes through it in a H
which it very exactly fits. This Piece has a long ^
in it, and several Pin -Holes, and Pins , for the Mov®
ment of several small Levers destined to the said Off c
of opening and shutting the Cocks , after the follower
Manner.
23* Between two perpendicular Pieces of Wood 0
each Side P, there is a square Iron Axis AB
following Fig. where this Part is represented by J1* }
for Distinctness )' which has upon it several Iron Ps®E>
of the Lever Kind . The first is the Piece C E
called the Y , from its representing that Letter inv'ef£6?
by its two Shanks E and D ; on the upper Part >s a*
Weight F to be raised higher or lower, and fixed:
th®
Occasion requires . This Y is fixed very fast upon
laid Iron Axle A B.
24. From the Axle hangs a Sort of an Iron fitM ^
I K L I , by its two Hooks 11, and having on the 1°^ ' *
Part two Holes K , L , through which passesa long *r t
Pin LK , and key’d in the fame. When this Pin EPj;
in , it is also pafs’d through the two Holes in thess 11^
E , N , of the horizontal Fork or Spanner E QN , j01^

Ti
■
z’"
H
^
T£9A.
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p
Q _ to the Handle of the
Regulator V ro,
fj ^ Q~ t0 O are
several Holes, by which theftinat c6 may
said
6xe6
to
that Part of the End
°nvenient.
which is
Upon the Axis A B is fixed
at right Angles to
Oursa an Handle or Lever G
4,
Aiinfh
t^le Piece Q ^Q , and which goes on the
lies between the Pins.
Z'^ jV r Handle also is
fastened
upon
the same Axle,
rnQ
r' p S, and placed at
half a Right Angle to the
for-Oq j r 4-> this passes
through the Slit of the
v lng on one of its
Pins . Hence we fee,Piece
that
Jif^
Working Beam goes up,
its
so
Pin
in the Slit
Spanner H 5, which turns
about the Axle
to g ,as to throw the
Y with its Weight F
ast;er’. 10 which
Direction it would continue tofrom C
move,
by a q P^ s’d the
Perpendicular , were it not
prevented
at
p3P of Leather fixed to
it at O E , and
Y t0 n’ n^ s m a nd n, in
made
such Manner as to allow fall:
of aorate
'
the
backwards and forwards about a
t- lrcle, at
0f their1
Quarter
"’ ^ equal Distances
on this Side aud
that
2s. ^ erPendicular.
Re As
’
Things are represented in
the Figure , the
Side ? 0r ' Sopen , its
Th e p - Pipe S whichPlate T Y being shown on one
joins
its o.ron
'^ is now up , and the Cylinder and Boiler,
also the working Beam
near
the gHeight;
'
the
Pin in the Slit has so far
raised
Y is h3nner H 5, that the
cu|ar r°ught fo far from-A,Weight F on the Head of the
as to be past the
it ,3 aiH ready to fall
Perpendiover towards m, which
when
string!>,
ky its Shank E , with
a smart Blow,
horj2 e ,,° n Pin K L ,
and drawing the Fork
ON
to of ttf ' towards the
Beam
Q _, will draw the
by ft; . e Regulator
towards 6, . and thereby shutEnd
it,
Pipe g^ln£
iJiate ^ under the
Holes of the Throattistng- ^ rnediatelyafter the
the
ic higher, with itsRegulator is shut, the Beam
Pin S on the Outside upon
the Inje£p
bifts up the End k 1 of
the Handle of
G'o p" tng~Cock , and
opens it by the turning
of the
isig a p r SP
^ th . The Jet
immediately
Voj ac^,Umi the Beam again
mak<TinO'
G descends, and .5n
the«rnPin
r

8l
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depressing the Handle k i shuts the Injection -Cock;
the Beam continuing to descend, the Pin p bears doW?
the Handle G 4, and throwing back the Y , its Shank "

throws forward the Fork N
and again opens th6
Regulator to admit fresh Steam. After this every ThifS
returns as before ; and thus is the Engine most wondef'
fully contrived to work itself.
28. After the Engine had been made, as above &e'
scribed, for many Years, it received another Impro''e'
ment of very great Advantage ; and tfiat was, inst ea
of feeding the Boiler with warm Water from the T °?
of the Cylinder ( as related Art. 15 .) by the Pipe
above, and F f below; they contrived to supply it wn
the scalding hot Water which came out of the Edu^
tion -Pipe d T Y , which now, instead of going to
waste Well at Y , was turned into the Boiler on t*1 1
top Part ; and as the Eduction - Pipe before went out J •
the Side of the Cylinder , it was now inserted in
Bottom of the same; and though the Pressure of
Steam in the Boiler be somewhat greater in the Cylind es’
yet the Weight of Water in the Eduction -Pipe be^ '
added to the Force of Steam in the Cylinder , will c3lg
the Water down continually , by overcoming the
sistance in the Boiler.
j
29. To conclude this Theory of the Fire -Engine
shall here add a most curious and useful Table of
Calculation of the Power of Fire-Engines for the v2 sl
ous Diameters of the Cylinder , and Bore of the pue1?!
that are capable of raising Water from 48 to 440
_
heads per Hour , at any Depth , from 15 to 100 Y3Ij j
It was composed by Mr . Henry Beighton; and is fouNW,
on this Principle, that the Ale Gallon of 282 cii^
Inches of Water weighs 10 Ib. 3 oz. Averdupois,
superficial Square Inch is pressed with the Weight •
14/ ^. x3 oz. of Air when of a mean Gravity . But *\
lowing for several Frictions , and to give a considers,
Velocity to the Engine , it is found by Experience, t*1' [•
no more than 8 Ib. of Prefiure must be allowed iU
an Inch Square on the Piston in the Cylinder , th<d
may make about 16 Strokes in,a Minute , about 6
each.
1,

,?o. ^

an**

)WI*

kP

th6

ling

ie!'
de-

s

r5
rl>
A'i1

j- 30* These Calculations
are but for common PracZcV ^°r ^
arge Boilers the Piston Will
make 20 or
and tL°'Ces Minute
and each of them 7 or 8 Feet,
t' len a Pump of 9 ,Inches
Bore will discharge more
j.
320 Hogsheadsper Hour, and
for other Sixes propos’0nabl>'- The Use of the
tL e ‘ r required to draw 150 Table is easy; for fupHogiheads per Hour ; at
the
9° Tards ; theft in the 7th
Column I find
j UnjIleareft N umber 149, and
against
it,
in
the r? ^
a 7 I rich Bore for the Pump ; the first Cofind
9° on t^ie Right -Hand , in the then under
fame Line ; I
the p ^ ^riches for the Diameter
of the Cylinder fit for
Urpofe, and so for any
other.
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§5

(LXXXI.) The Method of constructing
aFire-Ens *ne according to the original Institution of the Mar¬
ly113 of JV)rcefter and Capt . Savery, wherein the Water
3s to be raised solely by the Pressure of elastic Var or Steam, is very useful, and cheap in respect of
yy otll«' Sort ; and when the Height , to which the
th at6r !Sto raised , does not exceed ioo or 150 Feet,
it 611 this Engine is applicable with great Advantage,
re quirlng but a small Fire (not bigger than what is
and erally used in a Parlour Chimney ) is of a very simple
of
Structure , and admirably adapted for playing
°uiitains to very great Heights.
£
Hefaguliers has given us the Structure of this
:iricff 16 °n a Copper Plate , with his last Improvements,
f0r^- ec ause I think this better than that which Profesi¬ Plate
es ■ffl len l>roek has exhibited in his EJsai de Physique, XXV.
Cla 'v for raising Water , I shall here give the said
.
^Ur l^and its Explication .
”
buj ^ be Boiler B B is a large Copper Body of a glog ar Eorm, which will best of all withstand the very
at Force of Steam, that is in this Case necessary.
- onnd the Body of this Boiler the Fire and Flame are
vey
as shewn at TTT.
It has a Copper Coand ('crcw5d on, which contains the Steam-Pjpe CD,
Ougo-Pipes, N , O , which , by turning their
strew the Height of the Surface of the Water
. uh as in the other Engine,
stes 0 n tbe fame Cover at P is a V^alve, over which
St r£a ^ teel- yard with its Weight Qjto keep it down, the
estirn^t l
t^le Vapour being this Way most exactly
stsirdV^ : Eor being in the Nature of a Lever, of the
v'ded ' °rt’ ,,:’s the
Beam of the Lever be dithe i\/r'-n,j0 10 equal Parts , and the first of them be upon
the
^ of the Valve, and the Weight Q_hangs at
the St *
4th , &c. Divisions , that then the Force of
4,
wbich can raise up the Valve will be 2, 3,
the yV, *
as gre..t as the Weight . If the Area of
the 2(jlV^\0e,3 Square Inch , and Qj = 15 Ib. hanging at
Va] ve * ’ vjst0P *s mised by a Steam pushing up the
Force of*’
st iew the Steam will then press with the
’
2 Atmospheres, and so on to 10 Atmospheres ;
G 3
but
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great Care must then be taken about it , lest the
Steam, so very strong, burst the Boiler to Pieces.
5. The Steam is carried from the Boiler to a Cop¬
per VesselA by means of the Pipe CD , and is let into
the fame by turning the Handle K of the Steam-Cock
D I . The Key of this Cock is kept down by the Scre«r
L , held up by the Gibbet D L . The Handle turn ’d
from K to k admits a Passage to the Steam into the Cop?
per Receiver A.
6. The Receiver A communicates at Bottom with
the Sucking-Pipe Z H going down to the Water H iff
the Well X ; and above wjth the ForCing-Pipe E E?
which goes up a little above the Water of the Reservoir
R ; between these two Pipes are two Valves F and G»
both opening upwards. The Steam being let in upon
the Water of the Receiver A, forces it up through the
Valve F , and the Pipe EE to the Reservoir, and then
the said Receiver is full of hot Steam.
7. This Steam in the Receiver is condensed by a J ct
of cold Water coming from the Forcing -Pipe by the
small Pipe M I , being let in, and shut off by the Cock
at AL The Steam being condensed by this Jet , wiH
be reduced within a very small Space, and so make a V#'
cuum, upon which the Water in the Well will rush up
the Forcing Pipe to restore the Equilibrium , and thus
again fill the Receiver A ; the little Air being corN"
press’d within a small Compass at the Top above ab8. That there may always be Water in the ForcePipe for the Jet , there is a little Pipe which brings the
Water to it from the Reservoir, with the small StopCock Y to shut it off upon Occasion. The Valves at
F and G are, examined at any time, by unscrewing th6
Pin 1' to loosen the Strap 2, and let down the Flancfy
3, all which Parts are strewn larger in the Figures be¬
low.
9. By the peculiar Contrivance of the Cock at D ^
and its Key , the Water is made to pass from tbc
Force -Pipe to the Boiler, to supply the Waste in Stealth
This is plainly shewn in the Sections of the Cock aim
Key , where 5 is the Top of the Key ; 6 is a Hole oft
one Side, which goes down to the Bottom, to convey
the Steam or Jet of Water alternately to the Receiver *
■but

slate
XXV .
Fig . 2.
'

- .

'

y )S
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8?

7S* a Notch on the other Side to take in the Water
iom the Force -Pipe, and conduct it to the Boiler B.
th°W^
' *s *s ^ onej is ealy to conceive from a View of
,e two Sections of the Cock and Key in two Positions
^thin it.
3
lo . The Boiler may hold about 5 or 6 Hogsheads,
jj
Receiver x Hogshead ; It will work 4 or 5
°Urs, without recruiting ; about 4 Strokes per Mi•y., e tvill produce upwards of 200 liogfheads ^ rr Hour.
yy IS Steam makes a Vacuuin so effectually, as to raise
a , ater fr°m the Well to the Height of 29 or 30 Feet;
^ , Oppose the Steam able to lift up the Steel-yard,
th
Weight hanging at the 6th Division, it will
hi»k ahle to raise a Column of Water about 50 Yards
0pb as
’
being then 6 Times stronger than the Pressure
laid ^ 'r’ as ‘s easy to understand from what has been
/ <> °n this Subject of the Common Water -Engine
-dnnotat. LXXX . 5.) the Water being raised in a
yy 1ar Manner in both Machines ; there by the Pressure
rSpndenfed
.
elastic Air ; and here by the Pressure of
ri hed elastic Steam.
jy 11- The Elasticity of the Steam increasing with its
- eafY and the Space into which it endeavours to ex't Mf being as its Elasticity or Strength , and since
y ittiow ( by what precedes) that Water expanded into
of the same Strength of the Air , occupies near
stle° Q times the Space as before, it follows, that when
int V^ am has twice that Strength , it will be expanded
it o .ovOgj if it f,e $ times as strong as the Air ’s Spring,
and r become expanded into 15000 times that Space,
a]] ?.°n> beyond the reach of Experiments . From
aPPr ■ ^ ^ aPPears how near a perfect Vacuum we may
rar]’p0ac ii by this Engine , or any other, by means of
ed Vapour.
there
t^ie P ^^ '{f0P^lca^
'
ra,1s a,^'ion5 -)N "461. Plate
■ire. t'ls an Account of an Improvement .made in the XXVI.
trjvve 'j<J tWn
nSine by Mr . Payne,
asi _ follows.
He thas
conpig-,
8.
. .. Vessels
_
• ) Form
?_
:
"
two Iron Pots or
of a_ conical
inVe rted
Whin’. represented by A B E F., on the upper Part of
round gioDuiar
globular C
p ls”*““Tedu a11 rouna
Copper Head ( of about
rk^ T p' ameter) as L M N . There is then placed
>
e Inside a small Machine H, call’d the Dispenser.
with
G
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with Spouts a, i , c, d, e,c & . round the Sides fix’d
to it, and the Bottom thereof rests on a Center - Pin OIn this Machine is fix’d an upright Tube G , with
Holes at the Bottom, and a Funnel P on the Top to
receive a Spout of Water from a Conduct -Pipe Q__, by
the Stop-Cock R.
2. 1 his Veslel being compleated, two or more of
them are placed in a reverberator^ Arch for conveying
the intense Pleat of a strong Fire , the Flame whereof
encompasies the Iron Vessels, and keep them in a red
Heat , during the Time of their Use ; at which Tim?
the Cog-Wheel I, being turn ’d by proper Machinery,
whirls the Difperfer about with great Velocity, and
causes the Water in it (by a centrifugal Force ) to fly
thro ’ the Spouts against the Sides of the red-hot Pots.
which immediately converts the greatest Part thereof
into Vapour or elastic Steam, which is conveyed by a
common Pipe or Cock to the Barrel of the Engine to
put the Piston in Motion ; and thewaste Water is conveyed away at Bottom, by means of a Pipe C D , with
a Valve at D to keep out the Air.
3. By many Experiments made on this Engine , MP
Payne has proved the following Particulars , viz. Tba£
such an ignisied Pot or Veslel will rarify or expand 5a
Gallons of Water , Wine Measure, per Hour.
4. That a Cubic Inch of Water will make in Practice 4000 Inches of Steam ; and therefore 50 Gallon5
will produce 46000000 per Hour , or 770000 per Rd1'
nute ; hence two such Pots will produce 1540000 cu¬
bic Inches of elastic Steam per Minute.
5. That by an Experiment made at a Fire-Engine
40 Gallons of Water per Flour, made into elastic Steam?
will effectually give Motion to a 24 Inch Cylinder E*1'
gine.
6. That ut . Ib. of Coals is sufficient, in this Me¬
thod, to rarify 90 Gallons of Water per Hour in^
Steam, whereas . in the common Fire -Engine , M" 1
Boilers, ’tis ulual to expend three times as great 21
Quantity.
7. That 95 Gallons of Water expanded into Steam
will work a 36 Inch Cylinder Engine ; from all whin"

Hydraulics.
60 C°stC^U<
^es’ t^lat ’ ^ s new Invention will save at least

Per Cent. in Pit -Coals to work a Fire -Engine.
c The
'
Method by which he found how much Steam
tj-j- “ be Produced from a given Quantity of Water was
j^ isHe procured a Copper Globe A 12 Inches in
0J ameter, with two Brass Cocks B B opposite to each
£ ler by
> one of these the Globe was fasten’d to a Pipe'
\rshich
^
was fix’d to the upper Part of one of the Steam
j,®iels ( as at N ) and was sill’d with Steam by the Cock
fjP uP°n the other Cock was fixed a small Valve D,
Qr J 1to a Bore of one Inch Diameter ; and C is a Handle
to suspend it by.
or^' The whole thus fitted weighed 15 Ib. 3 oz. Troy,
V'as'V ^'
°'z ' dverdupois the
;
Capacity or Content
t0ut ° g25 cubic Inches . The 'Globe being fix’d
e Steam Vessel, all the'Cocks were turn ’d, till the
Pa®ng thro ’ had sufficiently heated the Globe;
^tiin.eing stopp’d, the Steam condensed, and the Air
When weigh’d in a very nice Balance, the Weight
Ste *5 I' t Z SL. 2 dwt. so that the whole Quantity of
Tt-o^ Was but 2 Penny W eights, or -Q of an Ounce
Whence 1 Ounce of Water makes 9250 .cubic
; hes of Steam.
The Globe filled with Water weighed 45 Ib. 7 oz.
C0 5 this , it being fill’d with Steam, and one of the
Qjo^s put under Water , the Water rufh ’d into the
of -G;5and the Cock being again turned , and the Globe
\vij- , ater now weighed, the Weight was 44 Ib. 9 oz.
Hfiu ducted from the former Weight , gave 14 oz. ,f<Ut ^ ow’d that all the Air was nearly excluded, or
/j * 3 Vacuum was approached to in the Ratio of 713 to
of ti; °r the Part possessed by Air was but the
Part
j eVhole.
^
G]0^‘ ^ be Air being again thus excluded out of the
th e by Steam, and both Cocks turn
’d, the Globe was
^tie(g■^ Cl gh’d, and the Weight was 12 Ib. iof oz. then
the
Was open ’d and the Air let in, upon which
tQgj a e tRfcended, and f an Ounce Averdupois, being
to tbe other Scale, restored the Equilibrium,
tic T, ^ as therefore the Weight of the Air, or 925 cuj 2'cJ es Air
°/
v/eigh’d about 220 Grains,
Sfe brut
'
it was found above, that the Giobe full of
V/eigh’d only 2 PennyWeight Troy, or 40 Grains;

whence
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The

abovementioned

*prodigious

Raft'

faction of

a small Quantity of Water
be made very sensible by the Æolif
whose Nature and Use in - the Producti 0ll
of a continual and most powerful Bias V
Steamyor vaporous Windy is a Phanome^
equally curious and surprising , as will as"
pear from the Experiment (LXXXIII .)

V . Th^

whence the specific Gravity of elastic Steam is to ^
of Air as 40 to 220, or as 1 to 5 nearly ; and
that of Air is to Water as 1 to 860, therefore the fpe
cific Gravity of Steam is to that of the Water , as 1 c°
,
860 X 5 = 4300 .
>
13. Again , since t S of an Ounce of Water expels
near 925 cubic Inches of Air ; then one cubic
of Water (which weighs feVe of an Ounce Troy) vf,
expel about 4630 cubic Inches , but Mr . Payne
4000 for a Standard in Calculation .
.
(LXXXIII . ) 1. The Æolipile is an Instrum®
contriv ’d for Use, as well as Jucundity . It has j
Name from the Fable of Æolus , the God of
and Tempests , who was defcrib’d as having his f
lace in the Caves, and locking up the Winds in
Hollows of the Mountains . The Word literally >n^
preted is, the Gates of ÆolusAioXts
(’
tst-jXch) bec^ ^
of the Similitude of its Effect:. For it consistsy jj
Copper globular Body, in which is inserted a
Neck or Pipe, with a very small Orifice, from wh^
(when the Vessel has Water in it, and heated) a ^
pour issues with prodigious Violence, Impetuosity? *
Force , and blows m the Manner of a terrible temp el
ous Wind .
'
£S)
PI .XXL
2. The Body of this Instrument consists of two
Fi ». 7.
A and B folder’d together with hard Solder, to en ,
0a
great Heat of Fire . On. the upper Part is ass0 ' -s
der’d the Pipe C D , whose Orifice or Hole at f (j
about the 40th or 50th Part of an Inch in Di aIIie. p
The Way to fill it with Water is, to set it first? ^ 0^t
empty, on the Fire, which will heat it, and drive ^
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$1y * The last Cause of the Motion of
j. Ulc}S which I mention ’d was that of Atnon. We have
have already
already seen
seen how by
*ls Means any Fluid will ascend above
the
^

common Surface in Capillary ‘Tubes,
the most notable and obvious

.^°tion of Fluids arising from Attraction,
iin^ t
the Tides ; the Waters of the
^ . en^e Ocean , forgetful , as it were , of
natura^ Quietus, move , and roll in
j> lrig Tides obsequious to the sovereign
of er of the Moon , and weaker Influence

* '= Sun.

Plate

jfe 0 illustrate this , let NESQ^ repre¬ XXII.
ss the Earth , cover ’d over with Water Fig . 3.
^
• NS the Axis of the Earth , EQ^
f
Equator, TR the Tropic of Cancer,
t^e Tropic of Capricorn, M the Moon
in
J th eA.
l0ef [r^ r >
then with a Pair of Tongs you take it off
5 and hold the End of the Pipe D under Water,

J will

run in to possess the Space

deserted

z, ph -ir, by the Pressure of the Atmosphere,
full of °J, an Experiment , it need not be more than half
wuiui
ater, which
WUI be
uc a
a xconsiderable Time
will
ruiv in
m
thebe!l ^n§et^ into Vapour . The stronger the Fire,
Jt fly0(j er Will be the Steam, and the more forcibly will
Jt is'w-'h*^li an<* ^ will continue this surprising Blast, till
hfie£ 0y> evacuated ; then the Noise ceases, and a still
l a follows the Steam. Great Care must be
^
■he jf- ot to have the Hole at D stopp’d in putting it in
"UiH
for if that Ihould happen, theÆolipile will
*Ud uj.1j a S reat Explosion (equal to that of a Cannon)
oo very great Mischief, as I have twice expe' and once it was like to have been fatal ; for
then
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in her Orbit , 8 the San in his. Now
all Bodies are endued with an attracts
Virtue , the Moon will attract all the
ter in the nearest Hemisphere FAB , vsi^
Degrees of Force which are inversely
the Squares of the Distances from all Parts'
and therefore with the strongest F oi cS
'where the Distance is least, viz. in ^
Point A directly under her ; and this
traction being in this Hemisphere contra^/
to that of the Earth , the .Water in all P^ 5
from B and F towards A will have th^
$
Gravity gradually decreasing, and be light?H
of all at the Part A ; and consequently
5
there stand higher than at the Point
where they are more attracted by the Eat ^ ’
and so heavier, , as is evident from the
of Hydrojiatics.
Ac Al*’

to
then , when it burst, the Power was so great,
rend asunder the Body of the Instrument , not *n
Jointure , but in, the solid Metal , which was at leal^
Hundredths of an Inch thick . It happily stood so ji
sty against the inner Part of the Mantle -Piece,
beat it both Sides together by the Violence of the Bso f),
which , had it flown into the Room, must havey , £S
fatal to any one or more who should have been 111
Way .
'
4. To give an Idea of the great Force neccsthUjt4
hurst the Æolipile in the Manner above mention eC
)’ ,,
us proceed to Calculation . It has been found byb 3is |»
riment , that a Copper Wire -/ 0 of a Rkine- Land Ir>c,
Diameter was broke asunder by the Weight of 299^ ,5
hung on to it. Now the Rhlne- Land Foot is t0
LondcK Foot , as j 39 to 135 ; the Diameter th.eso Q
{
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. Again la
:
the other Hemisphere FDR*
E Attraction of the Moon conspires with
^ of the Earth ; but decreasing as the
shares of the Distances increase, the Joint
°rce of Attraction will every where deCse ase from F and B towards D, the Point
^Pposite to the Moon ; where , again , the

aters will be lightest, and therefore stand
F§hest to preserve the Equilibrium. Whence
aPpears, that by this Sum and Difference
Moon’s and Earth ’s Attraction , there
\Yj]l
^
necessarily ensue a Protuberance or
^Mling of the Waters , which we call
^
'if Flood, in the two Points A and
Erectly under the Moon . Also in the
Points F and B, as the Waters are
most attracted , so they will be
^ ajiest, afK] consequently rise to the least
ei §ht from the Earth ’s Surface , whence
they
Of

,

in Englijh Measure was -,yA of an Inch,
tile Area of its transverse Section will be
5-S°Tk’ °r verY nearly Act of an Inch Square.
^'' rc Umf6‘ ^ ameterf ° the Æolipile is 4 Inches , its
*b 0ut gere nce therefore is 12,566 ; its Thickness
^
0r 0,08 of an Inch , whence 12,566 X 0,08
the Area of the rended Circumference of
iff , or°
Then fay, by the Rule of Three , If
tssll j o rrs ' tequire 2991 or 300 Ib. to break it, What.
for^ 8tiare Inch require ? The Answer is, 38250 Ib.
A
1 : 38250 Ib.--So the Force of the
End
, lc 1 burst the Æolipile was Tbirty-eigbt 1 'bouhrid J)' A
undred and fifty Pounds, or one ThouTlf " ^^ ted and Twelve Tons and an half.
ls tnay serve as a notable Instance of the incre¬
dible
P^ lre
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they are call’d 'tides of Ebb, or the EbbM
of the Water.
If to the Power of the Moon we add th jt
of the Sun , we shall have the Tides cod 1'
derably augmented at the Conjunction io j
or Oppoftion in H , that is, at the New $
Full Moons, which ate call’d the Spring fid ^ ’
cts those which happen when the Sun is ^
O or P are call’d Neap fides, the Waters
A and D being then lowest, because the A1
traction of the Moon is then countera# e
by that of the Sun.
It is farther to be observed, That of f
two fides of Flood at A and D, that at A f
greatest to any Place T in Northern
tilde, when the Moon is in Northern
and above the Horizon ; for the Point A
then nearer the Zenith of the Place ’
than the opposite Point D is to the fr1**

pl^

.

s j5

dible Force of elastic Steam, it being three T »t> ^
great as the Force of Gun -powder in the largest
non , as calculated in Amiotat. XXV . Hence it apP^
of what prodigious Use this expanded Vapour
could we rarify Water into Vapour as soon, and
;;
the same Ease, as we can set Fire to Powder.
^
with
us
Property of Air has already supplied
and with much greater Effect might we have o‘ tl
Guns, and other Instruments, if that could be
7. To try this, one need only take a Vial v/sth ^
Drop of Water in it, and set it over the Fire,
Drop begins to rife in Vapour , and drive out
then putting the Cork fast into the Mouth of th® j
set it on the Fire , and incline it to the farther bj
the Room z after some little Time the Steam
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^ace at R twelve Hours afterwards ; and
c°nsequently, the Height of the Tide S G is
j^ ea ter than that of the
opposite Tide R g.
he contrary happens when the Moon is in
S°uthern Signs.
That there are two Tides of Floods and two
^ Fbbysucceeding each other alternately at
e Interval of fix Hours , is obvious from
Figure. That
they happen later each
near an Hour, is owing to their exact
despondence to the Motion of the Moony
j^ ich daily culminates so much later. That
si happen not when the Moon is in the
eridiany but about three Hours after , is
°Mng t0 t ]ie Force of the Moon being then
|j €ater than when in the Meridian of any
^ ace; as the Heat of the Day is greater
^ Three o’CIock than at Twelve ; and the
eat of the Summer is greater in Augufi,
than

CV

the Cork with a considerable Explosion, and
"lone 11 as ^ar as a Grain of Gun - Powder would have
>* ,0 , thus ; let a few Drops of Water be put
into
^adeL^
° un -Barrel, closed on the Breach- End , and aa
of tjj Bullet thrust hard into
the Barrel ; let the End
pandt j~ arrel then be put over the Fire to heat and
exe°itie ”e ^ ater into Steam, which when it
begins to
all ejc°iUt: Bie
Touch -hole, will shew the Air to be
C
» fhen let the Hole be stopp’d with a small
Sullgj. 3 * • n ^ome Time the Vapour will discharge the
f’owde Wlt^ as much Force as a common
Charge of
f a"d with the fame Report and Execution.
Moth.
though it may be difficult to contrive any
of making Vapour of a sufficient elastic
Force

in
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than at the io ,h of June. Lastly , that th1
greateji Spring Tides happen not at the i o th °J
March , and 12 th of September, but in FebW
ary and Qctober , is because the Sun beist£
nearest the Earth in December, his Influent
is then strongest, and so must quicken
Time of the greatest Vernal Tides and
;
W
ing weakest in June , the Time of the
tumnal Tides will necessarily be retarded.
Such

are

the

Phenomena

of

the

Ti^

according to a general Theory , and ^
found to be verified in those Parts of ^
Earth ’s Surface which are wholly coves 61
with Water, as the Theory requires ; *
mean the vast Atlantic and Wefern Oce$S
(LXXXIV .)
in large Quantities , so as by Conduct -Pipes to cha^
large Guns therewith , at a Distance from the Ltea
Vessel ; yet something of this Kind maybe effected ’ Jf
expanding a small Quantity of Water at the Botton 1
the Cannon into Vapour , by first' putting a red -hot st
Bullet down the Bore to the Water , which it soon
pates into Vapour , and when confin ’d at the T° uC(j
hole , and another with which the Cannon is chatg 6^
it will soon become strong enough to drive it,with If
enough for any proposed Effect . So that the Steam' s jy
or even a Steam- Cannon, is perhaps a matter not meJ (
in pojfe, but may be hoped for in Reality , if all ss^ l
Expedients be tried , and Experiments made for that *
pole .
.(
(LXXXIV . ) x. The Theory of the Tides is
of great Curiosity , and Importance , and has th eie^^
excited several learned G entlemen to endeavour an ^v-r"
p ’anation thereof , in such Ways , as they think th ^ ^
nous Phjejipmena will be best and most easily v’l°A

3
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^?od. I have consider’d them all , and can find none
hich I think so natural and obvious as that which I
th V<D^ ere proposed.
Nature herself here points out all
a ehænomena
^
, and that too plainly to want any Aflistc c,e the
various Contrivances of Art ; which I
acp by frequent Experience is more apt to puzzle than
°rd any Eclaircijsement in this particular Case.
f ,?■ The Mathematical Principles of Theory are as
°w * Let T be the Centre of the Earth , O the Plate
and ACBD
the Circumference of the Earth, XXVI,
Icb suppose all around environ ’d with Water , whose Fig . i.
its Tv^ Surface is represented by the dotted Circle , and
fin i7 . nce from the Earth ’s Surface is indefinitely
in respect of the Earth ’s Semidiameter . Now ’tis
Jj-arth Were the Moon away , or her Attraction at the
6i 1othin
■w
"
^, the Waters would every where have an
the
he p ^ aref° the Earth ’s attractive Power ( supposing
ft l ^tth quiescent ) and so would take their Place at art
«qu
the distance
from the Centre , and therefore conform
« utielves to a spherical Figure , agreeable to what Was
Under the Laws of Hydrostatics.
abf ' ®ut since the Earth is not quiescent , but rhtjvetJere 'JP° n its Axis , the Centrifugal Force generated unthe p e Equator (where it is greatest ) will there diminish
th ern ? Wer of Gravity upon the Waters , and render
the q heavy
there than on any other Part, and as
Vyej ^ trifugas Force decreases towards each Pole , the
derht? of the Water will increase , and be greatest unCate . er Pole . And since Fluids , which communithey^ ^h each other , maintain an Equilibrium , and if
t >eniy e of different Weights , they have also different
to sust le^ and consequently require different Altitudes
that t}f ln eacb other in Equilibria ; therefore it follows,
must if haters under the Equator , which are lightest,
Earth’ T a g reater Altitude ( Or Distance from the
Unj er S
sitface) to be in Equilibria with the Waters
havga 1 r
which are heavier , and will therefore
0 Ce cfs Altitude . Hence the Figure of an universal
that ofW‘U not be spherical , but a flatted Spheroid ( like
^ nn °tat Earth
, and for the same Reason , in
the c ' ^ XXlV . ) whose longest Diameter is that of
yMuator continued .
*
0t *n «
H
4 - But
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4. But as this results from the diurnal Rotation of
the Earth only, which is always uniform, and ever/
where constantly the fame, it can cause no Alteration*
in the Depth of the Water , in any particular Place*
and therefore can have no Share in the Cause of th6
Flux and Reflux of the Sea, at least so little as not t0
deserve Notice , and cannot be discern’d by the Senses*
However, what that is will be shewn in the Sequel o»
this Note.
5. The alternate Rising and Falling of the Wate rS
is therefore owing to some other Cause or Causes th a’1
what can be found in or upon the Earth ; that is, l£
must be owing to some of the heavenly Bodies, whic^
we fee at a Distance from us. This the Ancients mad®
no Doubt of ; and ascribed it to the Influence of th®
Moon , with good Reason, as they saw so plain a Col1'
gruity between the Motion of the Waters , and that
the Moon . They could not also but observe, that a£
each New and Full Moon the Tides were greater thah
at other Times , and were therefore assured, the
was likewise concern ’d in the Cause of the Tides . Yc3f
Pliny assures us, that they were so nice as to obsess
the annual Phuenomena of the Tide ; and knew that th®
Tides were greater in Winter than in Summer. n u
they had no Theory to account for the diurnal , mel1'
strual, and annual Differences of the Tide . This
reserv’d for the Invention of the celebrated Author ®
our Philosophy, whose Footsteps, therefore, we st)3^
here insist on as near as possibly we can , in explicates
all the particular Phanomena of the Tides.
6. Since ( as we have strewn) all Bodies mutually 3*s
tract each other , the Moon at O will attract the Ear£
at T , and its Waters , as well as be attracted by l£'
But since the Law of Attraction is to decrease,
the Squares of the Distances increase, the Water 3
A, P, C, B, or at A, D , p, B , will be differed
affected by the attractive Power of the Moon , at K’
the Attraction at A will be greatest as being neat? ’
that at B least, and at C or D , it will be at a M®3?’
and the fame nearly as at T the Centre of the Ea rt Jbecaufe of the very great Distance T O in respe$
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£ Let us consider the Cafe of one aqueous Particle
th'rt an<^ comPare it with that of A in the nearest
1phere CAD; and of another at p compared Hewith
v ,at of B in the farthest Hemisphere CBD, Draw
the
uies O P and Op in O P continued out let O K rea j ent the mean Attraction , or that of the Particle
*et it be made as O L : O IC :: O K * ; O P C,
1;
tllen Will O L ; O K
or OK
" OP 51‘
OK 1’
OK 1
0 L : -JL wherefore O K and O L will represent
the .
attractive Forces of the Moon on the Particles
Jv ft atd P, as being inversely as
the Squares of the
trances.
then
Manner , if we take O I : i :: OP : O pr,
af H » > O / be the Force with whichO the
Particles is
Lj^ bythe Moon . Continue out O T , and
draw
P0rc Parallel to P T , and lm to p T . Then is
the
resolvable into the two Forces LM , and,
’ and the Force O / into lm, and m O . Now
F-p L M and lm directly conspire with P T ,
and
Att’ they will express Forces to be fuperadded to the
of the Earth upon the Particles P and p ;
Whgj
.^ ^ fore unless these additional Forces were every
Catl Ho^ ie tame, the Waters
about the Earth ’s Surface
Aart^, have an equal Power of Gravity
towards the
9. j En
^ tre ; and so cannot exist in a spherical Form.
L0 \ „n order to fee this, we have ( by similar Triangles
^ and POT) LM : PT :: LO : PO; whence
lM ^
xlo
I
py=;— ; but since LO is as
(by
y. )
LM
^ p

or sinceP T
PO 3,PO

is given

LMrc ^-yr-’
3

or the fame Reason lm — ~ , that is,
LM :
‘to
~
PO'
Wj]l
: P O 3; but since P O is less than p O , LM
at p a rntrch greater than Im, consequently the
Water
and
P will be affected with very different Forces,
L-’entfg nrct°re will not tend equally
the Earth ’s
this TVc-’ or he. ratr > an equal Distance tofrom
. 41 .
n n /* it. _ i.And
*.l . a
;nce of Forces will be greatest of all at the
H 2 Points
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Points A and B, for there these perturbating f orce*
will be as Act 3and BO 3inversely, which Cubeshav«
the greatest Difference of all others.
10. Now this is only one Part of the Attraction e*
the Moon which disturbs the Waters ; the other Pars
M O makes this Perturbation still greater ; for if T 0
be the Force with which the Earth ’s Centre is attracts
by the Moon O , ’tis plain the Waters can never accede
directly towards the Moon with the fame Velocity that
the Earth does, unless when M O and m O are equal
to T O , that is, at the Points C and D . From M O
subduct T O , the Remainder T M will be the E *'
cess of Force , by which the Waters in every Point P*
of the Hemisphere CAD will be accelerated toward*
the Moon more than the Earth itself j and T m wd*
express the force by which the Earth tends toward*
the Moon mbre than the Water at any Point p in tl>s
remote Hemisphere C B D.
11. The Proportion of the Part of the Force M
in respect to O P, is thus found ; as MO : O T :: L ^
:P T ; wherefore MOs
- p~Vp i but since bod*
O T and P T are constant, we have MOas L M , /•
M O is as —q- . Therefore

at A, M O will

be

a*

5- , that is, in fC'
A O 3i and at B, m O will be as 7^
U- D3
fpect to the Points A and B, we have M O : m 0
OB 3 : AO 3; and since these Cubes are the great®
of all others, the Waters will be accelerated in A t0'
wards the Moon with the greatest Difference of A*\
traction , and at B with the least ; consequently ^
Water will there on this Account also recede most fr 0lIt
a spherical Eigure .
(
12. Therefore , since both Parts of the Moon ’s P° rL
are proportional to the Cubes of the Distance of ^
Luminary inversely, they will both conspire to
the Waters at A and B recede from the Centre of
Earth T , and put on a spheroidical Figure , whosel^ ljL
est Axis B A goes towards the Moon ’s Centre O . 3 ■Force MOsMT
-fTO,
but since the Part TO '
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alw;
will be only
'r» a7S t^le ^amc-> the perturbating Part wil
M, which will be as MO — T O , and so when
0 =
T 0 , then TM = j; which happens whenP
s at C or D ; and then also L M coincides with P T,
. . both with C T ; whence since in that Case the
■ne.OK becomes OC = OT , the perturbating Forces
LlU n ^ art van ‘^1 (Vl%%T -M — o) and the other Part
'will make the Waters at C heavier than in any
Place ; and since every thing happens inversely,
^ regard to the Particle p, it follows, the Waters
the 1?
points C and D will be at a less Distance from
.Earth ’s Centre than anywhere else, whence CTD
^

^b^ the shortest Diameter of the aqueous Spheroid
of V3- The Sun at S is strewn to produce the fame Sort
a ] ir e<^ s uPon the Water , about the Earth ; only in
j , effer Degree .

For tho ’ the Momentum , or absolute

rCe0^the Sun upon the Waters is much greater than
«of the Moon , yet the Parts of the Force which dis^ r° the Figure of the aqueous Globe , viz. L M and
and TM , and T m, will in this Cafe be less than
th e’ on account of the much greater Distance T S
atl T O .
As the perturbating Forces of the Moon in
o e Points A and B are as B 0 J to A O 3, those of the
^es
ke aS S B3to S A3. But the Difference of
be 6 ktter Cubes is much less than that of the former,
of their vastly larger Soots S B and S A. For
an fO’Ple, Suppose OA = io , OB = ii; and S A—roo,
th°

.

^B= 10I . then OA 3 OB
:

3 :: iooo

: 1331

:: ICO

nearIy- But SA3SB
:
3:: 1000000 : 1030301
• *03 nearly.
a
Hence we see, that both the Luminaries produce
a, id ft
two opposite Parts of the Earth ’s Surface A
Sp, > *n a Space of a Day proper to each, i. e. in the
the M°^ a Lunar and Solar Day, or the Time in which
CQpj'^0011
* or the Sun, after leaving the Meridian,
t0 again
. The Lunar Day ( because of the
^'dnh) S-tiU'c^c Motion conspiring with that of the
Of, Jj Sabout 50 Minutes longer than the Solar Day
the TH °urs. And those Tides will always he moving
asoe Way , sometimes together , sometimes sepaH 3
rately,
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rately, that of the Moon always following after that
the Sun.
15. In order to compute the Forces of the Sun an®
Moon to raise the Waters , we will suppose ( at present)
that P is the Moon , and T the Earth , then L M vdl*
be the Addition of the Moon ’s Gravity to the Earth
arising from the Action of the Sun S. When P is
C , then L M will be at C T , which let us call AThe Gravity of the Earth towards the Sun will be e%'
pounded by T S, which call F , that is, let C T : T S :
A : F . Let P be the periodical Time of the Earth about
the Sun, and p that of the Moon about the Earth ; all®
letf be the Force of Gravity in the Moon towards th6
Earth ; then will F
F

:LT
(by An. XXXI ^ >
A
F*
H ; consequently,

6.) therefore F :f :: p2
A
/
_ F/
— -5T
whence A :/ :: p* : P ■. sf
P 1P’, that is, — “=
the additional Gravity to the Moon at C , is to the Gravh1
of the Moon towards the Earth , as the Square of
Moon's Period to the Square of the Earth ’s Period.
p — 27 Days 7 Hours 43' ; and P == 365 Days 6 Ho®^
9', whence^ 2 P: 2 1000
::
: 178725 :: 1 : 178,^
''
A : /.
®t
16. Now the Semidiameter of the Earth being p1
— 1, and G = Power of Gravity on its Surface ; sin®
e
the Mean Distance of the Moon from the Earth is ^
Semidiameters of the Earth , we shall havey : G ■■ ’

f

60 * :: 1 3600 ; therefore 3600/ == G , and / —
which being put for f, in the Proportion above, we lWe
A 3600
’
’’ 1 ^' 78, 725 ; whence 178,725 A
Therefore A : G :: 1 : 178,725 X 3600 — 643400i 7•What we have hitherto said is upon SuppofM®.
that the Moon revolves about the Centre of the E®tt
at Rest ; but this is not the Cafe ; for both the E®(£
and Moon revolve about one common Centre of Gra ^'S
(as we have {hewn An. XXXVI . ) and allowing the
of Matter in the Moon to that in the Earth as 1 £(0
39>7
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S9v/ 88, We find the true Mean -Distance of the Moon
p 0ia the Earth revolving about the common Centre of
- ra^ty , to -be 60,5 Semidiameters of the Earth ; but
mVl' ° rCC which
it is retain’d in its Orbit at 60 Sevjhameters
'
, js to the Force retaining it at 6o | (re0 Vl ng in the fame Time as before) as 60 to 6o | (as
as shewn Annotat. XXXIV . 8.) wherefore 60 : 60 j- ::
/ : °° >5/
,
,
. r? . 1.
, 66 f
.
Jf
truly equated , cut here/ = -g——, and
60 f
G
r
kefore we hady — ^—
^ , therefore - - — -— , and lo
6o *
60,5
6o*

ho,5G

f j wherefore A : G : : 1 : 643400 X

00

G

6^ " = 638059,78: : L, that is A — —.
b
p
After the fame Manner it is shewn, if any Body
ev olve about the Earth at its Surface, it would at C
an additional Gravity a, which would be as -^ - ;

ave

th
ere

fore A : a :: 6o| : z

G G
— : —; whencex = 6o | a

^ ° IX638o 59,78 — 38602616,7 . Now because the
a i? ters will be affected just in the fame Manner as such
of v revolving at the Earth ’s Surface, by the Influence
F0 e Sun (because both will yield to an impress’d
Qr v therefore the Power of the Sun to increase the
Qrayy of tbe JVaters at C and D , is to the Poiver of
as 1 to 38602616,7.
ttlufr'c
order to estimate this Force at A and B, we
at a the
.
Value of LM there, by which the Particle
is • Is dupe]I’d towards T ; and ofT M , by which it
Win
' n a contrary Direction towards S. Then
be th v^ '^'Crence rhele two Forces, viz. T M —L M,
s1(je Et orce required. In order to this, it must be conO in A ^ at on account of the prodigious Distance of
c£e(i- ' w0m parison of P, the Angle POT will be exUp 0l^n§ 6r>
all, and the Lines OL , O M , maybe looked
as parallel, and therefore L M — Pi , and P L
""
very nearly.
• u 'T
20. Then whenP
coincides withA, andK with 1,
We

We L M = A T = P K, andT M- P L— AT stH 4

K L ; wherefore T M—L M = KL , which therefore^* j
the whole Force by which the Waters at A are draws* j
from the Earth ’s Centre T . In the fame‘‘Manner it 13 J
shewn thas T m— Im — kl — tQ the whole perturbating
Force at B.
21. Again , since SP is nearly equal to SK , and it is SL
; SK :: SK 2 : SP2, and therefore SE —LK : SK :: SK*
—SP 2: SP2, that is, KL ; SK :: PKXSK + SP : SP‘
(because the Difference of the Squares of any two Num -'
hers is equal to their Sum multiplied by their Diff ®' j
rence ; thus s -j- KXa— b — aa — bb,) Therefor®
since SK = SP, we have KL : SP :: PKX2SP : SP1=
?
2? K : 8 p ; wherefore KL == rPK , and PL = TM^

3 P K.
22. Hence when P coincides with A, we have P#
=AT =rPT = LM , and therefore TM = P K = qL Mi
whenceTM — LM = KL =
2LM
= :2AT = 2CT.
But C T expresses the additional Gravity at C ; there'
fore KL ~ 2TC , is the Force by which the Waters ar®
drawn from T towards S ; and since T C = a ^
G
2G
G
-,wehaveKL =:386026x6,7
38602616,7 19301308,3
that is, the Diminution of the Gravity at A is double
the Increase of it at C , and is the —Part of
*9301308,3
the whole Gravity.
23. Hence the Sum of both the Forces K L -J- L M

-

2o o
38602616,7

, _

_

386026x6,7

_

3 G _.
38602616,/

;= —7T7-5 ~ > or the whole Force
12867538,9

of tlie Sun

■

to ag»'
■

tate the Waters of the Ocean will be the -■—
12867538,9
Part of the Gravity or Force of the Earth ’s Attractio*1'
si his is,the Force in any given Place to which the Susi
is vertical, and in his Mean Distance from the Earth;
In other Positions of the Sun, the Force will vary *h
the Proportion of the versed Sign of double the Sun *
Altitude above the Hori%on directly, and the Cube of $
Distance front the Earth inversely.
' " ..

24

It
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5,4- It has been shewn that the centrifugal Force of
^ ^ arts
Cr , •

of the Earth under the Equator

is

—Part

of

280

trif VlY > (Annotat. XXXIV . 20.) wherefore the cenas uSal Force is to the Sun’s Force to agitate the Sea,
finCg2^ 67538,9 to 289, or as 44524,4 to 1. Also
az tile Diameter of the Equator is to that of the Poles
^ 3° to 229 ( as was there shewn), if we fay, as 229 :
4ooo : 4017,5, the Difference 17,5 Miles, or
°ccas°0 ^ eet’ ls the Effect or Elevation at the Equator,
4^. l0sted by the centrifugal Force . Say then, As
2^ jj^>4 924000
:
:: 1 : 2,07 = 2 Feet 4 of an Inch =n
jSu’n ^ nches, which therefore is the Height which the
atm
elevate the Waters to at A and B above that
J Poi ms C and D.
°u K nis^' Computation, Professor Euler has
to find great Fault with Sir Isaac NewIiicjjg
his Principles , calling this Altitude of 25
C. , ari enormous and erroneous Effect, because his own
for at *on produces but f a Foot , or a little more,
Height to which the Sun can elevate the Sea.
tije1Uce Messrs. Bernouilli and Mac Laurin have each
thep ^ separately instituted the Calculus , and resolv’d
°t|)er oolem, with such an exact Agreement with each
Pf
Sir Isaac, there is no Room to doubt
!aiti p • ru.th of it ; and it appears to depend on as cerMr, pri;nc iples, and more evident than those which
^io tr Uer has advanced in Contradiction to Sir Isaac
^cenc^ e Power of the Sun to move the Waters has
£artp, 0stlPuted by means of the periodical Times of the
torr,.
Moon ; and after the fame Manner might be
^fire
t*le Force of the Moon to disturb the Waters,
CQfripa.r ^
any Satellite revolving about the Moon tp
Picas'p. tts periodical Time with the Moon ’s perioPoursp. lme hut
>
as there is none, we must have reM eI to other Methods , the easiest of which is, to
of the Force of the Sun and
.hT A roportion
r,lon
of their Effects on the Waps
,
1UUOI
S' » > that
that is, by observing the Heights to
PH C0
; ^nlv
eynfe• when
they act together , and when they
thus Stirmius observed
/^Kfr»rxr^»/4 at
at* the
flip Mouth
A/sstlltH of
of
thus
3
the
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the Avotiy at the third Stone below Bristol, that ^
Water in the Syzygies was about 45 Feet , and in t\
Quadratures about 25 Feet . Also at Plymouth,
tain Colpress observed those Elevations to be as 201 }
ix f , or 41 to 23. At Havre de Grace the AltiW |j
have been observed as 17 to n . Hie Mean of ^
these Proportions is xo to 6. Let S — the Sun’s F° rCj
and L — the Moon ’s Force ; then will L -j- S :
: : IO : 6 :: 5 : 3 } whence L : S :: 4 : 1, or the $0<D(
of the Moon will be about 4 times greater than tha{
, m
the Sun.
27. And this would be a Determination suffici^ ■/
, in^ j
Equator
were the Sun
exact,
were the
also
Earthin ;the
theMoon
fromand
Mean Distances
to be greatest and least in the Syzygies and Quadrats t
and the Distance of the Moon the fame in each > ^
u
since all those Things are found otherwise in Fact )<V
shall have the above-mentioned Proportion varies »
them, in such Manner , that it will become a£ j,
1,017522 L -f 0,7986355 s : 0,9830427X0,85703^
*— 0,7986355 S :: 5 : 3 ; or, putting Letters sot ,
, c ~ 0,983 , *
=
, b 0,7986
—
Numbers , a 1,0175
8 :: 5 : 3.
—-^
cdL
:
S
b
-f
haveaL
we
,
0,857
28 . Hence a L -j- - 8 — 5, and cd L— bS ' '

5—

whence -

;-

...
... the
— ..... .. in
.. ....... substituted
=
_ , S, which

$

5 -j- « L —3, or cd LT
Equation gives cdh —
c—
8
— — 4,301 ; then -—77
— 8, whence L 00 —7—
"

cd 4" a j-

.

,

0,7808 — S. Wherefore S : L :: 0,7808 : 4-,3oI -i'/
5,508 ; but if we take the Mean Proportion of
as 9 to 5, as Sir Isaac Newton has done, then S : A
I : 4,4815 .

Since

the

Sun

elevates

the W a£e ^

Inches , the Moon wilj_elevate it 25 X 5,508 InC^ 0i!^
i _5/,y _ ii f Feet . The Sum of both Forces
elevate the Water 13I Feet at the New and Full
and the Difference of the Forces stiould raise the
9§ Feet , as in the Quarters ; and these Heights s s
pretty well to Observations : For in the Atlt> nilC yst
Æthiopic Oceans the Tides are found from 6 to *5 ji )'
Altitude , and generally higher in the great PacificG P
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t^ at Phænomena
of the Tides , in this
sho niay
answer to the Theory , the whole Globe
Oce a covered
with very deep Water ; at least the
0 an should not be less than qo Degrees wide, or one
sterns
the Globe.
R
Sum of all that has been said is this : If Plate
I j> Q_be the Surface of the Earth , T its Centre, XXVI.
SUrp G L H C E a Circle representing the spherical Fig . 2.
oni Ce of the Waters covering the Earth , and affected
the Gravity of the Earth upon placing an
tyjlj lng Body as S at the Distance S T , the Waters
iiw
longer continue their spherical Figure , but be
in Jh<
Vate ty drawn into a spheroidical Figure A CBD,
and j? 1Planner , as to be deprefs’d at C and D to M
hl ev ? and elevated from L and I to A and B ; and the
b ]yatl0n A L or B I is double the Depression C M or
"Bhat if S be the Sun, then AP — OKr
AL
Tha,
25 Inches ; or 11 £ Feet , if S be the Moon.
0ffa at the Points E, F, G , H (which are call’d the
the Water is neither elevated nor depress’d.
in ^ any other Body be placed at O ( as the Moon)
etiCj sa me Right -line T S ; then by the joint Indu¬
cer of both S and O , the Elevation at A and B will
Bafl.y rea fed, and the Depression at C and D likewise.
I'oiA 'f S be in the Situation S, or vertical to the
be(jjrtis>’ plain its Action to raise the W ater D will
the re,contrary
to that of the Moon in depressing it
bef0re
5therefore the Depression will not be so great as
&\yjjj' bor the fame Reason the Elevation at A and
°f tbe be diminissied, being now only as the Difference
burn, tw° Forces, whereas before they were as the
^ a^ now consider the Phænomena of the
**hf t ^ich remain ; and first, it is evident, that if
°f the Jr C^ x‘s of the Earth , and Q _0 the Diameter
if the mH,ator> then the Moon situated at O , over one
fo]e oles , would accumulate the Water over each

bSWT

he

spheroid would be

so

posited as

to

have

®5ftb pit Axis A B coinciding with the Axis of the
*berg y • In this Position of the Spheroid, ’tis plain,
tbsq uA be no such Thing as a Tide in any Part of
ean over all the Earth , for every Section of the
Spheroid,

io8

Plate
XXVI.
fcig- 3-

Fig *4*
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Spheroid, parallel to the Equator , would be a
consequently in any Parallel of Latitude , the
would be at an equal Distance from the Earth ’s S3 '
face every Moment of the diurnal Revolution , or 11
tural Day.
31. Suppose the Moon were removed from the y
>
rection of the Earth ’s Axis* and posited at 8, then
the Axis of the aqueous Spheroid A B be turned ^ :
wards S, and make an Angle with the Earth ’s Ax>st,
A T P or B T N . Then we observe, that since C, '
are the Places of lowest Water , that Parallel I K
passeth through the Point I on one Side the Equ ^ j
and LM which pastes through M on the other, y
divide the Earth into three Zones , in two of wb'^i
viz. E N K and L P M , there will be but one‘Tide L |
Day, of the fame Kind ; for Instance, in the P 3fa jj
E F , a Person at F will have high Water , and
low Water ' 12 Hours after. Again , in all the 2 °j
IK ML , there will be two Tides of the fame Fh
each Day , as is evident from the Figure . These y
mits , or the Arch Q_I or O M , is the Complem eJ1
^
the Moon ’s Declination from the Equator .
32 . If the Moon at S be over the Equator*
longer Axis of the Spheroid AB will now coiP j
with the Plane of the Equator QO , and the
Axis C D with the Axis of the Earth N P.
obvious, that in this Situation of the Spheroids p,
Waters in the Parts A, B, with respect to those at t£f
will give the greatest Difference at high and low v ))(j
possible to all Parts of the Earth ; and that there ,s ^>
Place but those two at the Poles N , P, but wb3^,
two Tides of Flood, and two of Ebb every 24 W jr
And this Difference of the Flux and Reflux v"'
crease from the Equator to the Poles.
33. I have already observed that the greatest F $
tion of the Waters is not when the Luminary is $
Meridian , but about three Hours after, becawe y
Motion communicated to the Waters during tFf pi'1
rival to the Meridian is not immediately destroyc3’^ '
remains some Time , and receives a farther
tion from that which ic imprefs ’d for about three P J
after. For the fame Reason, we observe, the Sr ^
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or Tides
happen not on the Day of the Syzygy,
^>ihr adrature=' ^ut on 3
^ or 4th after ; the Sum or
litlt^ nceat of
the Forces of the Luminaries not being
a Maximum.
,. 34- Fet S F E G be the Orbit of the Moon about
«sy. E«i>
. lr^ QN OP , which as it is not circular but P’ate
XXVI.
V?ay 1CaAe
>
Centre of the Earth T will not be alrig.
Moo 3t , an equal Distance from the Moon ; but the
8, a Will be sometimes nearest the Earth , as when at
is Ca jj foretimes farthest off, as at E .
The Point S
4p0„ ea the Perigaum, or Perigee ; and the Point E the
Perf^ ^ ’ or Apogee. The Power of the Moon in her
T
*s to that in the Apogee nearly as TE 3to
the jj’ and consequently the greatest Tides will be on
the
°f the Perigee, or rather a few Days after, for
■Jre^s° ns above-mention ’d.
IsOrj t nis is very nearly agreeable to Experience,
the^ the Year 17x3, February 26 , the Elevation of
, ater at Brijlol was 22 Feet 5 Inches ; and on
the/ . t3 , it was 18 Feet 2 Inches . The Moon , in
Earth1*^ al'e» was *n f |er perigee , and distant from the
tOQQ 953 Parts , of which the Mean -Distance contains
her A . In the latter Cafe she was in her Apogee, and
^et . ance was 1032. Now 10323953
:
s 22s
::
the a’, *7 Feet 8 Inches , which is but 6 Inches less than
t(lUa
) • ltu de observed. All other Circumstances were

3h/T ^oth Cafes.
55
* Fke Manner , since the Earth moves about
the §ail» in an Orbit in some small Degree elliptical,
that;S11 y^iH be at one Time nearest to the Earth (and
tile Perihelion) and at another Time farthest
w. rom it (which is then call’d the Aphelion.)
a rv
tlle' ^ ar tF *s *n Fer Perihelion, ( December)
Watersfter
^ , the Force of the Sun tcrmove the
Jkne \ 5Will be greater than when in her Aphelion(
in
tl>nber 5o*' llus it was observed in the Year 1712, De~
^June
tlle Water ascended 19 Feet 2 Inches , and
!he f *9of( the preceding Year ) it ascended but to
k^°°n
of t8 Feet 4 Inches : The Distance of the
found C'**e'nS the fame in each Cafe, which will
nearly to answer to the Ratio of the Cubes of
the
the

no

Plate
XXVI.
Fig . 6.
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the Distances inversely, or of the apparent Dialv^ |
of the Sun directly.
!
37. For since the apparent Diameter A B of any y '
dy decreases with the Angle ACB under which h jj :
seen, so that at C and D it will be as the Angles A
and A D B ; and these Angles decrease as their
,
(or the Distances CF , DF ) increase ; it follows t*1;
the apparent Diameter A B is every where inversely *
the Distance , that is, at C or D we have A B as .jjf
or —^= . Whence if the apparent Diameter of the
Dr
^
be — D , and T S the Distance of the Sun, then I*1’
D =

Fig . 7.

and the Sun’s Force (F ) to move the Se*^

- P 5>
(as strewn in Art. 9 .) therefore F — _
TS J .
x - TS 3" A
that is, the Force of the Luminary to move the Sea r'r
reclly as the Cube of the apparent Diameter thereof. .
38. As the Force of the Moon to move the W*£^.
is at a Medium about 5 times greater than that of ^
Sun, which is the tzssttts Part of Gravity ; that of £
Moon will be the 7ts<58 Part of Gravity ; and th e£ ^
fore by far too small to be sensible in the Motion
Pendulums , or any Kind of Static or Hydrostatic F
periments. In the Motion of the Waters of the e
only can it produce any sensible Effect .
.(
39. To estimate the Elevation of Waters which
Earth will produce in the Moon ; let us suppose £
Quantity of Matter (QJ in the Earth to be to th*£1
the Moon (q) as 40 to 1, that is, Q_: q :: 40 : J
and let us first suppose the Earth and Moon of
Bulk , and represented by AIK and B D E , and L
Force (F ) of the Earth , at the Surface of the Moon ’
will be to the Force (f) of the Moon at the Sutf*.^
of the Earth A, directly as the M affes of Mattel .
each (because of the equal Distances T B and l>
that is, F : f :: Q _; ^ 40 : 1. Again , let LB
L C as the Diameter of the Earth to that of the ^ °°i0
which is as 365 to 100, then will the Force at B /
the Force at C as L B to L C, which let be as F tof

Hydraulic
feen

p.

/

365 : ioo , whence F ~

s.

III
ioo ■and a-

fe j We haveF = 40 f, therefore 4000 f — 365f ; and
0'f :: 3 ^5 : 4000 :: 1 : 11 nearly ; that is, the
ike Earth to raise the Water at the Moon C,
Hear
j 'atf° the Moon at the Earth A as II to I, very
If then

the

Moon

can raise the Water

I

here 10

of * t^e Earth can raise the Water there to the Height
a°et- . ; but because the Moon always turns about
>n the fame Time as she revolves about the
to feeV,aild by this Means shews always the fame Face
Oir ar th, the Waters ( if any there be) will be raised
Over.Is and the opposite Side, and always continue
tan jjg feme Part of the Moon ’s Surface, so that there
fenu. .n° different Heights of Water there, and conPen uy no Tides , except what small ones may hapOusT st acc ount of the Sun’s Attraction , and her varihirr^ E^ualities of Motion , and Distance from the

her

ter * ^ he Air , which is 860 times lighter than Wa¬
in,
yield in Proportion more easily to the attractTj de 0r ce of the Sun and Moon ; and therefore the
Very
in this profound and vast Aerial Ocean be
^■e^ ^ fiderable and importing . But of this the
to expect
a further Account when we come
fere,
directly of the Atmosphere
, in the next Lee-

